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BASEBALL AND NEW ORLEANS JAZZ

“For a town to be successful it should have a band, a baseball team and pretty girls”
(1895)
From its beginning New Orleans was a very musical city. While it conformed to
national crazes and fads, it more often surpassed this conformity in its overzealousness.
During the latter decades of the 19th century, a brass band craze swept the nation. In New
Orleans and the surrounding area, brass bands were in abundance. Any event of importance
was shared by the ever-present brass band. For the citizens of New Orleans most every
event was an occasion, thereby justifying and warranting a brass band furnishing music for
listening and; encouragement during a baseball game and furnishing the music for the ever
present dance after the game. This dance music usually was furnished by the string band
which was an integral part of any brass band.
Caught in the tide of celebration fervor were the many sporting events, from small
gymnastic shows to gala opening-day celebrations of the new baseball season - all
demanded a brass band, and many times, the ever-popular New Orleans parade.
Local ‘professional’ baseball arrived on April 18th, 1887 in the form of the New
Orleans Pelicans, becoming part of the Southern Association Baseball League. The opening
game of the baseball season is always one of excitement, shared by the avid baseball fans from the adult who excuses himself from work that afternoon, to the young school child
whose desk is vacant and whose presence fills the hard benches of the baseball pavilion on
this, the 'days of days' in the eyes of every baseball fan.
April 18th was a day of excitement at Sportsman’s Park in New Orleans (the area
now is the site of the Fountain Bay Hotel). It was an overcast and very windy day but the
weather did not dampen the enthusiasm of over 4,000 people who had collected to witness
the game between the New Orleans and Mobile Baseball Teams. Nearly every seat was
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occupied. In between innings and before and after the game, the fans were entertained by
the ever-present brass band. For this game the music was furnished by the Newsboy Brass
Band of New Orleans, whose music was described by the Times Democrat as "excellent."
The New Orleans club won the game, five to two. Thus began the collaboration of the
baseball club of the New Orleans Pelicans and the brass bands of New Orleans. Baseball
games of the Pelicans, when at home and many times on the road were always
accompanied by a brass band. Although every game did not merit large parades like that on
opening day, the brass band gave enjoyment and excitement to the game, before and after,
and between innings. In the advertisements for the game, it was always noted that there
would be a brass band in attendance during the game and mentioned that if there was a pregame parade, that brass band would be playing for that parade for the pre-game activities.
Such an occasion was on April 13th, 1893, for a game between the Mobile and the New
Orleans team in which the advertisement mentioned the pre-game parade, headed by brass
bands and the band playing to follow at the game.
Not only professional games included a brass band. Games between amateur clubs
and clubs of the benevolent associations often brought along their bands. A game between
the Pinchbacks and the Eclipse Club (both black clubs) was played at the New Orleans
Park with fully 2500 people present to witness the between the two rivals. The famous
Alliance Brass Band played for this game, which was held on April 22nd, 1889. As the
taste and style of music changed so did the bands evolved from the early brass bands to
smaller bands that began to play the new music of the era, jazz.
New Orleans, a very festive city, was famous for celebrations and elaborate
ceremonies. This could be seen in pre-game ceremonies of the many baseball games
played. The game was not just a game it was an occasion, to be accompanied by pageant
and ceremony. A typical ceremony, as witnessed by a game on April 8th, 1888, began: "A
few minutes before 4:00 both clubs marched across the field and drew up before the
stands.The band played and the flag bearing the inscription - 1887 Champions - was
unfurled and raised."
On April 14th, 1916, the Jerusalem Temple Band was hired to play for the baseball
game at Heinemann Park. An account of the band mentioned that the band played popular
rags at the rate of a mile a minute and paraded with the Arab Patrol for 20 minutes over the
playing field. This mention is interesting, as it commented that during this period (1916) in
which the rag style was completely controlled by Tin Pan Alley, the rag had lost its original
medium tempo and had progressed to the style that was popular at the time, which was a
more rapid tempo for rag style music. Also interesting is that the rag was being played, not
by a solo piano, but by a large brass band. There were more rags published for brass bands
than for solo piano by music publishers.
Baseball games, being more than just a game, were occasions for advertising
promotion that encouraged attendance; from fireworks shows and dances after the game; to
crowd participation during the game, much like the promotional gimmicks of today's
games. In a game between the Elks Club of New Orleans and Mobile, those coming to
watch the game were encouraged to come in costumes and the game was said to be played
to the movement of athletes accompanied by music: "Costumes will be of imported colors
and domestic patterns, and most of the plays will be made to music."
Early jazz musicians talk about playing at baseball games frequently. Willie Parker,
an early musician who began his career as a bass drummer for the Point a la Hache
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Springfield Brass Band and later changed to the clarinet in New Orleans, remembers
playing in brass bands at Heinemann Park. Willie also mentions that the band which played
for the baseball game also played after the game for the usual dance. This situation, of a
brass band first playing for an occasion that warranted brass band music, and then
converting the band into a dance band by using certain instruments in a smaller ensemble
called the string band became the norm for baseball games during this era. This band then
went directly to a dance hall and playing as a dance band. This strengthens the theory of the
brass/string bands being a prime evolutionary ancestor of the jazz band. The 1st cornet
player of the brass band also played violin (‘King’ Oliver started on violin). Included in the
instrumentation for the string band were: flute, clarinet, 1 or 2 cornets, trombone, drums,
bass and piano.
Bebe Ridgley speaks of playing for numerous baseball games. He talks about the
years he played during the First World War, playing every Sunday at Heinemann Park
during the baseball season. Ridgley also reports that he accompanied the club to away
games, mentioning a trip he took with the baseball team when it went to Fort Worth, Texas.
Accompanying the Pelican team also on that trip was another band, the Police Band of
New Orleans. The other jazz musicians who were in the Ridgley Tuxedo Band who made
the trip were: Paul Barnes, saxophone; Abby 'Chinee' Foster, drums; John Marrero, banjo;
Simon Marrero, bass; Papa Celestin, cornet; Emma Barrett, piano; and Bebe Ridgely,
trombone.
When playing at Heinemann Park every baseball season during the First World War
Ridgely remembers: "When things were dull and people were wearing so much black and
looking sorry, the Bankers League continued games so that the people could have a little
fun." Ridgley mentions the jazz musicians who played at these games: Papa Celestincornet, 'Cato'-drums, J. Marrero-banjo, Abby Foster-drums, Williard Thoumy-clarinet, and
Bebe Ridgley on trombone.
The Ridgley Jazz Band was not only used for 'live' games. It was also hired to play
between innings and at other times during the World Series between the New York
Yankees and the St. Louis Cardinals that was presented over loud speakers at Lafayette
Park. This radio-type apparatus was also used on another occasion, that of the Tulane and
Georgia Tech Football game, again with music and dancing to the Ridgley Band furnishing
'toe-teasing strains throughout the afternoon.' Another jazz musician who played at
ballgames was Babe Phillips, born in Edgard, Louisiana, in 1878. In his interview at Tulane
he mentions playing for a baseball game between the Pelicans and the Wichita Falls,
Kansas Ball Club in Wichita Falls. The band made this trip from New Orleans, staying
there two days, performing at the two baseball games played between the two clubs. He
mentions that the trip was made with the white band of Edgar Saucier. Phillips states: "We
didn't play hard, but we made good money out there. We played in-between innings."
Phillips played often for the baseball games at many different parks, even playing at
ball parks across the lake (Pontchartrain) where they were having a ballgame. Babe
Phillip's wife remembers going with him to ball games and remembers going to games over
in McDonoghville (near Algiers). There was a colored baseball park over there. After the
ballgame, the band played for a dance, right there on the infield. One band Mrs. Phillips
heard was Papa Celestin's Band and that the dance lasted until around 9 or 10 o'clock into
the night.
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Another New Orleans jazz musician, Chester Zardis, remembers playing for
ballgames and the dances which followed. Zardis remembers playing at Romeo Park in
Covington for a game and a dance.
When a band was included for an away trip they would begin their playing on the
train to the game, playing during the game and then play on the return trip home.
Following the lead of the city musicians, the surrounding areas also used bands at
baseball games. In Point a la Hache, the Pioneer Brass Band accompanied the local
baseball team to both home and away games. In the write-ups of the games the paper would
mention that: "The Pioneer Brass Band will be on the grounds and discourse music during
the progress of the game." An away game, especially like the one described in the
Plaquemines Protector Newspaper, was both a complete day's event and a very hazardous
one. Traveling in the lower regions of the Mississippi Delta was rather dangerous, and
diversified as to the types of transportation involved. The Pioneer baseball club of Point a
la Hache accepted a game with a team on the other side of the Mississippi River from Point
a la Hache. Their experience was related in the following manner: "The Pioneer Baseball
Club accompanied by the Pioneer Band spent the day with friends in Home Place last
Sunday, the guests of Mr. Frank Giordano, the head of the Home Place Baseball club. The
trip was made in buggies as far as Grand Prairie, where skiffs were used to cross the
Mississippi River. After the game the clubs 'repaired' to the residence of Mr. Giordano
where an impromptu concert was given in which many took part in musical performances,
accompanied by the Pioneer Brass Band."
The jazz historian feels fortunate when newspaper articles mention the name of the
band performing; many write-ups just say that a brass band furnished the music. In the
Times Picayune of April 15th, 1908, the writer does mention the name of the band in the
parade, and the parade route is also given. This particular article describes: "Frank E.
Bishop, Vice President of the New Orleans club, will form the monster parade at the city
hall at 1:30 this afternoon in the following order; First the Boehler's Union Band, in tallyho
(sic: in carriages)...the route of the parade; up St. Charles Street to Lee Circle, to Camp to
Canal, to Front to Royal to St. Charles to Gravier, to Carondelet, to Canal and to Pelican
baseball club."
As on other occasions, brass bands were hired to advertise the morning of the game
in advertising wagons, riding around the city playing and telling the people about the
baseball game. The band then participated in the pre-game parade culminating at the ball
park. During the game the band would furnish music. After the game, with a large crowd
gathered, the club would continue to hold the spectators at the park with a dance. Most
every game culminated in a dance with most ball parks having a pavilion for dancing. This
procedure is mentioned in a newspaper article in the Times picayune of April 18th, 1908, in
which mention is made: "The usual dancing and refreshments features will be held after the
game and a large crowd is expected." This crowd would include many who did not attend
the baseball game.
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The Word “Jazz” - of Baseball Origin?
When asked a question about the origin of the word ‘jazz’ the works of Gerald
Cohen are cited relating to his research on the word’s origin:
Citing all the false trails of nickname slaves to an early Negro playing jazz (Jasbo);
to a French perfume; to Africa words of the Mandingo tribe, Cohen found reference of the
word in the San Francisco Bulletin in March, 1913 in an articles by E. T. “Scoop” Gleeson
and in an isolated example appearing in the 1912 Los Angeles Times., both in a baseball
context. The word was used in reference to an intangible quality possessed by baseball
players described its meaning as” “vigor, Energy, effervescence of spirit, etc. = jazz.
Gleeson had heard it first from Spike Slattery at a training camp for the San Francisco
Seals. He gives credit to Art Hickman, the famous popular San Francisco band leader who
played some music at the training camp and described there as ‘jazz.’ In the following
years the term spread to Chicago and in New Orleans in about 1917. The word seems to
also have been used in crap games during the training camp. Gleason said, “When a player
rolled the dice he calls ‘come on, the old jazz.’ It seems that they were using the word as an
incantation, a call to lady Luck to smile on them.
The Irish pronunciation of their word ‘teas’ is ‘jazz’ and means ‘heat.’ The word
jazz is mentioned 40 times in the San Francisco newspaper. In the L.A. Times on April 2,
1912 we see the phrase “Ben’s Jazz Curve,” meaning Ben’s curve was really a hot pitch.
We read in the March 8, 1913 Bulletin that: “The San Francisco Seals Baseball
team kept their jazz in a can. Spence the catcher gripped the old bill around the infield. He
opened a can of ‘jazz’ at the tap of the gong. Henley the pitcher put a little more of the old
‘jazz’ on the pill.
Scoop Gleeson wrote this poem for the May 1, 1913 Bulletin:
“The old wolf sat in the clubhouse door
Hoping that his team might score
The game rolled on, but he would not go
Because the loved those umpires so.
(Help! The old ‘jazz’ is out again.)
The word Jazz is also found to be used in vaudeville. In the show biz magazine
Variety on Feb. 27, 1914 on page 41 we find an advertisement for his act and the word jazz
is in his text.
The first commercial use was during the beginning of the jazz era in Chicago.
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Baseball and Bands
“For a town to be successful it should have: a band, a baseball team and
pretty girls”(Plaquemines Protector, Point a la Hache, La.)
We find a quote from a newspaper editor in a local Louisiana town newspaper:
“The town is said that a baseball club, a brass band and pretty girls are necessary
adjuncts to a lively and progressive town. If such a case, Point a la Hache is neither
progressive nor lively for the reason that while it has many lovely girls, there is here no
baseball club nor Brass band.” (June 22, 1895)
In the era around the turn of the 20th century a town needed a band for all the social
functions as live music was needed; a baseball team represented the pride of a town and
both would take an excursion to nearby town to have a baseball game, a concert by both
town bands and a dance after a baseball game on the pavilion that almost every baseball
field had – thus the pretty girls to dance with. This was the social norms of the era, baseball
games, band concerts and dances. In research on early jazz history there are many
mentioning of such activities in local newspapers. While this was research on early jazz
around the New Orleans area, other areas of our country had similar activities that
scheduled the same kind of situations that happened around New Orleans. Many of the
band members also played on the baseball team so they were intertwined.
We begin with an article in the May 23, 1912 local Abita Springs, LA. Newspaper:
“Open Ball Park Sunday, 24th of May. To be dancing at the pavilion. Good band will
furnish music.” The band that furnished the music for the ballgame and the dance was the
Tardo Band of New Orleans.
Baton Rouge, La.
“The Dixie Baseball Club is advertising ‘a dance’ at Pike’s Hall for Friday next,
Nov. 24. They have secured Page’s String Band (Nov. 18, 1882)
“Fishcer’s Baseball Club grand open air entertainment at Garrison grounds. The
services of the ISCB (the Independent Silver cornet Band) has been secured (Aug. 24,
1899)
“The entertainment last night on the Garrison grounds by the Fischer Baseball Club
was a fair success in every way. The music was supplied by the ISCB, the weather clear &
pleasant (Aug. 28, 1899)
(Note: These entertainments, etc were to benefit the baseball club for uniforms, bats
& balls, etc.)
“The ISCB plays for a benefit Baseball Game (May 20, 1888)
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“The entertainment & baseball game Friday night at China Grove, for the benefit of
the school house fund was a grand success in every, respect the ISCB with a large number
of people, went over from this side.
A larger article appears in the Baton Rouge paper of July 28, 1891:
“The C. A. Brusly Brass Band, which accompanied the Wilbert Baseball Club of
Plaquemine to this city last Sunday on the New Mattie, was tendered a reception.” (June
24, 1891)
“Tendered a Reception: The C. A. Brusly Brass Band that accompanied the Wilbert
baseball club of Plaquemine to this city last Sunday on the New Mattie, was tendered a
reception by the Independent Silver Cornet Band. A line of march was formed near the
river bank and the boat and guests marched up the street to the strains of inspiring music by
the visiting band. On the route the different newspaper offices were favored with a special
air apiece. The entire party soon reached the hall of Independent Silver Cornet Band, where
refreshing, delightful and invigorating beverages awaited all. The large windows which had
been thrown open previous to the arrival made the hall a cool and pleasant retreat. The C.
A. Brusly boys divested themselves of hats and coats and enjoyed themselves over the
frie3ndly bowl, which seemed to lend greater enchantment to the rare and well rendered
musical selections which they favored their friends and the locality with.”
(Note: this type of situation was repeated mostly every time a baseball team went to
an away game. Many people followed the band and the baseball team to the other city to
have a full day of entertainment of which part was the baseball game, a concert, a dance
and a dinner, etc. A visited city was expected to entertain the visiting team, band and
citizens for a full day of ‘fun.’)
“Baseball season has begun and the Baton Rouge City team (the Reds) beat a team
from NOLA on April 28th. Over 600 people from New Orleans were met here at the train
station by a brass band and townspeople, all of whom then proceeded into town for lunch.
The dance hall at the fairgrounds was open for dancing during the game. (April 28, 1895)
The LSU College Band plays for all athletic events:
“The LSU Band has been especially active in its co-operation with all athletics
concerned with the school. It has advertised these contests to the city of Baton Rouge and
has played upon the athletic field to help the Tigers to victory. Foo0tball, basketball and
baseball contests have been enlivened by the band’s music.” (1915)
“Governor Pleasant’s many activities at the Univ. with the football and baseball
teams, the band, glee club, military and all student activities are coming to be household
words in LA.: (1917)
The Stanocola Refinery Co is active with a band at baseball games:
“The Stanocola Refinery Band plays for a baseball game between Garyville vs.
Stanocola.” (Sept. 10, 1921)
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“The Stanocola Band plays for the opening baseball game of the season”.” (March
25, 1923)
Baseball game: The Stanocola Band of some 40 instruments will be in Thibodeaux
and enliven the park with music throughout the game. After the game at 6 pm the sane
band will give a free concert at the Thibodaux. Park.” (May 5, 1921)
In St. Bernard Parish”
“Ball given by Oriental Baseball Club at St. Maurice” (Nov. 5, 1910)
St Maurice Baseball Club grand dance, Saturday, Nov. 3 at St. Mary’s Hall. Music
by Southern Melody Boys.” (Oct. 27, 1928)
Bio of Willie Parker:
“Worked with George Lewis, Sam Morgan and Jim Robinson at Lincoln and
Johnson Park – baseball parks that include dance halls to dance in after the game was
complete-a normal procedure in those days.”
Bio of Manuel Perez:
‘The game between the Fats & Prim Baseball clubs which was postponed last
Monday on account of the inclemency of the weather will come off to-day at the New
Orleans Park. The Onward Band will be on hand.” (Weekly Pelican, July 2, 1887)
There are many excursions that bring bands, baseball teams and citizens to other
close towns for a day of fun:
“All kinds of innocent amusement will be enjoyed by the pleasure seekers, who, as
an inducement to their friends to join them, will furnish a very well shaved and greasy pig
to be run after and caught if possible, will procure two nines to play a game of base ball,
and will see that all the usual and necessary accompaniments to such an affair are had.
Refreshments will be served on the grounds and boat at very moderate rates, and the Nellie
is going, and coming will make landings at Green Hall, Jamestown and General Jones’
church, so that those who wish to participate in the excursion from those places will be able
to do so.” (August 23, 1884)
“The steamer ‘Letcher’ brings a group from Donaldsonville to Plaquemine, LA.
Baseball – Lee Baseball team of Donaldsonville go to Plaquemine on the steamer ‘Letcher’
to play with Viguets in place, and a highly enjoyable trip on Capt. Maurin’s staunch and
pretty little boat is anticipated. The St. Joseph Brass Band will go along also, and their fine
music will add considerable interest to the excursion.” (May 14, 1886)
“The excursion to Donaldsonville – Our citizens had ample opportunity last Sunday
to visit Donaldsonville. Two steamboats, the New Mattie and the Louisiana – both left our
wharf destined for the town at the head of the Bayou. Although the departure from
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Thibodaux was made quite early, Donaldsonville was not reached until evening, allowing
the excursionists but a few hours to see the town, but from what we can understand the
excursionists found sufficient time to go around the town, view the horse-races and witness
the base ball game.
In the base ball game the Olympics, composed of members from Assumption and
Lafourche Parishes, added another feather to their hat. They won the game easily over the
Bayou Goulas. There were but five innings played but the Olympics scored 9 runs against 0
for their opponents. The Thibodaux Band regaled the excursionists with splendid music.”
(August 22, 1895)
“Posters are out announcing an excursion from Thibodaux to Labadieville Sunday,
April 18, on account of the baseball game. The excursion will be given on the handsome
new boat of the Messer’s Blanchard Bros. and fare of 50 cents for the round trip for
gentlemen and 25 cents for ladies. Music will be furnished during the trip by the Royal
Brass Band and Orchestra.” (April 24, 1909)
“A colored excursion arrived last night from New Orleans accompanied by the John
Robichaux Band and a colored baseball team.” (August 24, 1897)
“Monroe excursion – the Monroe Fireman’s excursion accompanied by the Monroe
Baseball club and the Monroe Brass Band. Arrived at 1 pm.” (August 17, 1900)
“Excursion to Mandeville – 3rd annual Sunday, June 3rd, dancing bathing fishing.
Music by a string band given by the Covington Jr. Baseball Club.” (June 3, 1906)
Bogalusa:
Spring Training for the St. Louis Browns and for the St. Paul baseball team was in
Bogalusa, LA. We find a number of articles in the local paper about their experiences
during spring training:
In Bogalusa, in spite of Lent, dance attendance was acceptable as far as the soldier
boys were concerned. Attendance was helped by the fact that Bogalusa was the site of
spring training for the St. Louis Browns of the American League circuit.
“Troop A intends to make hay while the sun shines and hold as many dances as
possible during the stay of the ball players here (Sic: St. Louis Browns). Buddy Petit’s band
is having an off season in New Orleans during lent and is stopping in Bogalusa for a
month, so that it is possible to hold dances almost every night at a minimum expense.
Saturday night dance – special attraction – pair of colored dancers will entertain those
present with some fancy Negro dancing.” (March 3, 1921)
Buddy Petit plays for the Cavalry dance on the following Saturday and then for a
dance given by Miss Greenberg for a number of baseball players from the ‘Browns’.
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“Miss Greenberg entertains Browns at informal dance. Buddy Petit’s band was at its
best. Brown’s present: Willie Johnson, Wallie Gerber, H. Smith, Van Gilder, Billie Tatum,
Lefty Lefield and Kid Gleason.” (March 10, 1921)
The band of the YMCA plays for an activity that benefits the local baseball team:
“The band gives a concert in Great Northern Park the week of May 29th. We see the
use of the band at a ‘Big Baseball Fair’ given as a fund raising event for the benefit of the
team. Just like the band, most every town had a baseball team and the town band would
usually travel with the team and play music during the game and most of these games
would be followed by a dance, also with music by the band. The band did this gratis and to
show appreciation of the bands efforts in town functions some thoughtful citizens would
give a party for the band.” (August 14, 1915)
“Dance for ballplayers, Elks Home, Friday for St. Paul and St. Louis Browns teams.
Blanchard’s orchestra furnished music (also a dance next night Saturday, for New Orleans
and St. Paul teams.” (March 23, 1922)
“Colored baseball team hitting in form. The club plays every week. A jazz orchestra
helps to add pep to the game and it is said the players are 100% better immediately
following a selection of the ‘blues’,” (June 2, 1921)
“New band plays for the opening season (baseball) on April 29th. OIN May 6 we
read of the opening in the form of a parade and a game. Baseball game parade opening.
Director Greenway of the YMCA and his band deserve the highest praise for their excellent
music, furnished before and during the game.” (May 6, 1920)
“Joining the band in the 4th of July celebration will be the ‘Navel Band and Baseball
team.” The grandstand was packed to overflowing with an enthusiastic crowd of rooters for
both teams and the Elks Band made the occasion all the more lively by the rendition of
snappy music.” (June 30, 1920)
Point a la Hache (Plaquemine Parish, LA.
Site of the parish government the town which is some 25 miles down the Miss.
River from New Orleans has an active social life. The town has a band, a baseball team and
frequent dances. We read of some of the activities take happen involving the baseball team
and the band:
“Baseball games at fair – Crescent Baseball Club of Jesuit Bend vs. the St. Bernard
Baseball Club. Sweet 16 Brass Band in attendance.” (April 28, 1888)
“Baseball game – the Pioneer Orchestra will be on the grounds and discourse music
during the progress of the game. (July 4, 1893)
“The Protector Baseball Club (the town Newspaper – ‘the Protector’ the sponsor of
the team) will visit Home Place for a baseball game. The Pioneer Band will accompany the
club and will discourse music on the grounds during the progress of the game.” (May 20,
1893)
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“The Protector Baseball Club will visit Home Place for a baseball game. The
Pioneer Band will accompany the club and will discourse music on the grounds during the
progress of the game.”
“The Protector Baseball club and the Pioneer Band will give a grand entertainment
in the month of July probably Saturday, the 14th to which all the clubs of the parish will be
invited to attend. We learn that the affair will be given ‘on a grand scale.’ The Pioneer
Band was also a social activity. Having played for the baseball game at Home Place, the
band, after the game, serenaded local friends.”
“The Pioneer baseball club accompanied by the Pioneer Band spent the day with
friends in Home Place last Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Giordano. The trip
was made in buggies as far as Grand Prairie, where skiffs to cross the boys over the Miss.
River.”
The Home Place Baseball team, the next Saturday, journeyed to Point a la Hache to
play a return game with the Protector Baseball Club.
“The Red Seal Baseball Club of Home Place will be here this afternoon. The
Pioneer Band will furnish the music for the occasion.”
During the existence of another band of the same city (the Plaquemine Pride Brass
Band) it was active playing for many types of community activities in and around the town.
One such activity was playing for baseball games. There appears a list of the names of
players on the baseball team called the Plaquemines Pride Baseball Club and the Point a la
Hache Baseball Club. Members of both teams were musicians of note. The paper has given
no complete list of the members of the PPBB but included on the baseball list are a number
of names of men that played in the Pioneer Band and would play in future brass bands. It is
assumed that they also played in the PPBB. The Names:
“E. Gravolet, Z. Fontenelle, Walter Hingle, Roger Hingle, Luc Hingle, Emmet
Hingle, P. Vinet, A. Johnson, S. Cosse, P. ;Bob’ Ragas, A. Martin, T. Fontenelle, Aristide
Martin, Frank Dolese, V. Martin, D. Morlier and Ed. Barry.”
The band played as athletes and as musicians. When they were not playing as active
baseball players they were furnishing the music for the other teams
“Baseball game – PPBB discoursed sweet strains to the relish of all present.”
Donaldsonville:
In Donaldsonville most of the activities are accompanied by music.
“The band plays for a basket picnic at Donaldsonville for the Grasshoppers baseball
club at Gibson Grave.” (June 13, 1880)
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“Baseball game - Baseball Battery Brass Band there playing music – team from
New Orleans and band met ferry boat and escorted to field by the band.” (July 31, 1880)
“Last Sunday afternoon baseball circles in this parish were enlivened by two
interesting match games. The Hancocks received their guests in their usual courteous and
hospitable manner. The Burnsides were accompanied by a brass band and their music
heightened the trip considerably. At Clark Plantation – Independent Brass Band.” (August
21, 1886)
We read of a baseball game in which the band furnished music:
“Baseball – Grasshoppers vs. Hancocks. The match game of baseball played
between the Grasshopper club of Donaldsonville and the Hancock club of the fifth ward,
last Sunday, proved quite an interesting a contest as was anticipated, and attracted a
considerable assemblage of spectators. The Grasshoppers, accompanied by the Cofield
Band and a number of friends, crossed the river (Mississippi) at Donaldsonville at 2 pm
and proceeded to the Hancock grounds, on the Clark Plantation, in two large wagons sent
up for their accommodation by the courtesy of the members of the challenging club. The
ride down was a very pleasant one, and the visitors met with a cordial reception upon
arriving at the place of destination. After a few lively airs from the band, the ball tossers
prepared for the fray and played a spirited and pleasant game, conducted with the best
feeling throughout, the result is shown by the following detailed. More music from the
band and then cordial goodbyes were said and the Donaldsonville boys returned home in
splendid spirits delights.” (July 17, 1880)
Another baseball game is played between the Burnside Hancock Club and Hancock
club that also included music:
“During the first inning of the Burnside-Hancock game a five-minute shower of
rain fell, and although it was not copious enough to compel a stipulation of the game, it was
sufficient to dampen the ball and the field so as to render an exhibition of skillful play
impracticable. The Hancocks received their guests in their usual courteous and hospitable
manner, regaling them with lemonade and cake before and after the game. The Burnsides
were accompanied by a brass band, composed of musicians from both the Independent and
Cofield bands, and their music heightened the interest of the trip considerably.” (August
21, 1880)
Many of the town citizens that played in the town brass band are usually the most
important men in town – from the town mayor, doctors and lawyers to business men. The
same men often play on the various sports teams, such as the baseball team:
“The Burnsides of Donaldsonville were to play Paincourtvile but they play in the
brass band which had a turn out – the majority of the baseballers play in the band.” (Oct. 8,
1881)
Grand dance for benefit of local baseball team will be given at the pavilion at
Smoke Bend, at 8 tomorrow night (Sunday). Music will be furnished by Claiborne
Williams.”
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“Baseball game, 16h-Sunday-following game a grand dance in the pavilion benefit
of baseball team. Music will be furnished by Claiborne Williams’ (August 8, 1925)
“Claiborne Williams to play for a baseball game and picnic for the benefit of the
colored school.” (August 23, 1925)]
“Dance at Darrow Pavilion next Wednesday, benefit of Burnside Baseball team.”
(June 3, 1933)
“Spend the 4th in Pontchatoula – big day planned. Ball game, dancing, etc. A large
crowd is expected to come from Lutcher as the Lutcher baseball team plays 2 games here
during the day, one in the morning at 9:30 and the other, in the afternoon at 3:00.’
St Tammany Parish
A baseball game between the St. Tammany Reds and the sycamore Nine of
Ponchatoula has present a band playing for the game. The band mentioned (Doo Ray
Orchestra) is really the Davenport/Ragan Band:
The St. Tammany Red added another scalp to their belt Sunday afternoon
when they defeated the Sycamore Nine of Ponchatoula. A large number of enthusiastic fans
came with the club and brought the Doo Rag Orchestra of Ponchatoula, which furnished
excellent music throughout the game (May 6, 1922)
“Parish Fair Grounds, Baseball-dancing-Ragan Big 6 piece orchestra.” (May 18,
1918)
“Basket picnic July 4th (advertised with baseball game. Music by Melody Jazz Band
of New Orleans.) (Jun3 28, 1924)
Boat excursion to the lake. There will be a boat excursion from Covington to
Madisonville on Sunday, July 6th by the enterprise Club, to witness a baseball game
between the Covington and Ponchatoula clubs, and after the game the excursionist will be
taken for a trip on the lake (Pontchartrain Lake)” (June, 1902)
Thibodaux:
“The Robert E. Lee Brass Band and baseball team at fair in Slidell.” (Sept. 11,
1890)
“The Thibodaux brass band plays for an excursion and baseball game in
Donaldsonville”
“Excursion to Donaldsonville and baseball game. The Thibodaux Brass Band
regaled the excursionist with splendid music.” (August 22, 1895)
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St. Charles Parish:
“Baseball game – the Lockport and St. Charles Brass Bands jointly counted 35
pieces and contributed in a large measure to the enjoyment and success of the day.” (Sept.
17, 1895)
“A concert band and a summer park baseball diamond and strong local nine may
serve to while away our long summer evening next year we have some assurances to this
end.”)Sept. 21, 1895)
“Danten’s Park – Baseball game at 4:00. In the evening there will be a musical
concert by the Thibodaux College Band and this alone should attract a large number of
people” (August 5, 1910)
“Jitney dance at the park pavilion for the benefit of the baseball team.” (Oct. 23,
1910)
Sunday April 11, the Napoleonville will play their first game at Foley Park against
the Labadies. This promises to be a big affair and a boat excursion will be run from
Klotzville to the town. The Paincourtville Brass Band will furnish Music during the game.”
(April 9, 1909)
“A dance will be given at the Napoleonville Pavilion on Wednesday May 26, for
the benefit of the Napoleonville baseball club. Music by the Night Hawks.” (May 22, 1926)
“Fair given by the Robert E. Lee baseball team and the R.E. Lee Brass Band.”
“Algiers – Algiers baseball association dance. Manetta’s Band will be on hand.”
(Sept. 30,, 1920)
“Clease Park – baseball Park – The Magnolia Band will furnish the jazz at the
game.”

Other Pertinent Facts
Casey at In the poem “Casey at Bat” we read “The band is playing
somewhere while might Casey is striking out.”
Cy Young: “There were bands all over the place,” exclaimed pitcher Cy
Young on the opening day of the 1st World Series in 1903. Although he was alluding
specifically to the crowded ball park, he might just as well have been referring to America
as a whole.
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Reb Spike
“Colonel in Honolulu had the best baseball players. He had Billard Rogan and all
them people in his 25th Infantry Band and baseball team.”
John Robichaux:
Barney Bigard often would go across Lake Pontchartrain to play for old man
Votram in Mandeville, retiring and playing aboard the steamer Susquehanna, go to the
baseball park – Heineman Park and play for the game.”
Louis ‘Satchmo” Armstrong:
A visit with Satchmo in April of 1965 – When asked if he recalled the Secret Nine
Baseball Team in New Orleans, he fondly explained that this was a sand lot team
composed of sons of Louis’ many friends in New Orleans. It was while Louis was playing
an engagement at the Suburban Gardens that he agreed to furnish this team with fine
uniforms bearing his name across their front. “The Armstrong Secret Nine” moved into
Heinneman Park and became a full-fledged baseball team, playing in a real baseball park.
Spike Ragan:
Loved baseball and for years coached a little league baseball team. He died while
coaching a game on July 13, 1961...
Sherwood Mangiapane:
“A strong left hand may sometimes be an outstanding asset to an aspiring baseball
star, but seems unwieldy on a string bass player. Sherwood has his chance at the former
career, but did not succumb to the blandishments of the greet New Orleans outfield, Larry
Gilbert, then managing the now defunct Pelicans, who repeatedly tried to get Manpiapane
to at least try out with the team.”
Martin:
“Worked with George ‘Happy’ Schilling at baseball games.
Ed Edwards: - coached a boy’s baseball team of the West Side YMCA.
Louis Nelson: Indulges in his favorite pastime-enjoying Braves games on TV.
George Peterson:
“Played at White City where the Pelican ball park was located. (Sic: today it is a
motel). It was one place (a=he was a drummer) ‘beat it out.’ Inspired by the New Orleans
Baseball team (the Pelicans) he composed a tune called “The March of the Pelicans.” And
it was first introduced at West End. Whether the Pelicans won the southern League pennant
that year we don’t know but the march went over big in the Crescent City.”
Manuel Perez:
“McDonald Cemetery was just about a mile away from where the Black Diamonds
(my baseball team) was playing the Algiers team. Whenever a funeral from New Orleans
had a body to be buried in the McDonald Cemetery they would have to cross the Canal
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Street ferryboat and march down the same road right near our ball game. Of course, when
they passed we were playing a slow funeral march; we only paused with the game and
tipped our hats as to pay respect. When the last of the funeral passed we would continue the
game.
The game was in full force when the Onward Band was returning from the
cemetery, after they had put the body in the ground; they were swinging ‘It’s a Long Way
to Tipperary.’ They were swinging so good until Joe Oliver reached into the high register
beating out those high notes in very fine fashion. And broke out ball (game). Yea! The
players commenced to dropping bats and balls, etc. and we all followed them. All the way
back to the New Orleans side and to their destination. (Jazz Review, July, 1960)
Jack ‘Papa’ Laine:
“Jack Laine was one of the modifiers of drum equipment. Laine’s interest in the
bass foot pedal was nearly unavoidable. In addition to being a drummer, Laine was a
blacksmith. He claimed to have been the designer of the first ‘baseball-on-a-stick’ version
of the bass drum foot pedal. The ball and stick were attached to a rocker arm that the
drummer operated with his foot.
Professor James Humphrey:
“The Pickwick Band was organized by Professor Humphrey for his pupils in
LaPlace, Louisiana, a town a few miles below Reserve, closer to New Orleans. The
Pickwick Band was very active in New Orleans. It is mentioned many times in the Pelican
newspaper. One such time is in the Feb. 26, 1887 papers;” The celebrated Pickwick Brass
Band and the Union baseball club gave their joint ball Mardi Gras night at the National
Hall and was largely attended.” Both the Pickwick Band and the Union Baseball Team
probably were connected with the Equal Justice and Marine Benevolent Association.
(Humphrey was the Assoc. recording secretary. “The Pickwick Brass Band and the Union
Baseball Club will give a ball on Monday, March 21st at Mississippi Valley Hall on
Poydras Street.” (March12, 1887)
The follow up story; “The ball given by the Union Baseball Club and the Pickwick
Brass Band last Saturday night was as social and financial success.” (March 26, 1887)
Vidalia & Waterproof
A match game of baseball between Vidalila & Waterproof. To be followed by a
‘Bud Scott’ dance is scheduled for St. Joseph for Wednesday, June 20” (1913)
Baseball - Waterproof & Vidalia. A Bud Scott dance will follow that night, June
13.” (1919)
“A Bud Scott dance will be given by the young men of St. Joseph and vicinity on
April 14, benefit, organizing a baseball team “(April 10, 1925)
“R. E. foreman Baseball club gave a picnic last month in Orange Grove. They
paraded the street under grand marshal F. Moutee. The Crescent City Band paraded and
was in attendance.” (April 27, 1825)
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Town Hall Tonight by Harlow R. Hoyt – page 255
“There was a time when organized baseball was in its swaddling clothes. Tennis
was still a sissy game along with croquet and archery. Football was a practice of organized
mayhem with the flying wedge moving eleven men in V formation to trample over the
opposing team. Golf was some obscure practice which seemed to center about losing a
small hard rubber ball and then spending the remainder of the day hunting for it.
But baseball was fast becoming the national pastime. There were the National League, and
great things were in the offing. But out in the Middle West these names were as indistinct
as Midlothian or Ethiopia.
Baseball as we knew it was the domestic brand, originated on our won doorstep and
nurtured by public subscription. Every town worth its salt had its own team and an umpire
who went along to see to fair play when they met a rival nine. The two umpires alternated
behind the bat and on the bases, and as each favored his own, the result was fairly evensteven in the long run.
Beaver Dam was the center of a hotbed of baseball. Over in Juneau, the county seat,
some ten miles away, Pete Husting and Roxy Walters and Addie Joss were making names
for themselves. Husting went on to pitch for Connie Mack in Milwaukee. Roxy was to
become a big time outfielder and catcher, and Addie Joss was to gain lasting fame with
Cleveland for his no-hit, no-run, no-man-to-reach-first, and perfect game.
But they were to come later. Beaver Dam’s baseball hero was Emerson (Pink)
Hawley, “The Duke of Pittsburgh,” who had his face on a cigar box cover and shared equal
prominence with Robert Mantell in the cigars on sale at Lambeck’s Barber Shop.
The Hawley family had a number of baseball players, but Emerson and Elmer were
the stars. Had Elmer lived, baseball would have been given the battery unique of its history
for Emerson and Elmer were identical twins. As babies their mother tied ribbons on their
arms to identify them-pink for Emerson, blue for Elmer. And as Pink and blue they became
so thoroughly identified that their real names were forgotten. Not until his death-in his
teens from pneumonia-did I know he was Elmer Hawley. Then my mother identified him
by that name in explaining his death notice.
The Hawley twins started baseball from the cradle. They took to it as naturally as a
duck to water. Wherever they went, a baseball went with them. They played at catch when
their mother sent them erranding. They took part in every school game. As they grew older,
they played with the town team.
There was a league of Dodge County towns, loosely hung together but sufficiently
stable to assure a weekly game: Beaver Dam, Fox Lake, Columbus, Horicon, Cambria, and
Watertown. “Butch” Beaumont played with Waupun. Claude Elliott, who went to big time,
pitched for Cambria. Husting, Wahlters and Joss were the nucleus for Juneau’s nine. And
Deaver Dam had the Hawley twins.
As to form and ability, they were neck and neck. Playing as they did, with that
understanding of identical twins, they alternated at pitching and catching. On the mound or
behind the plate they never missed. After Blue’s death, Pink Hawley concentrated on
pitching and as a mound artist, he joined the Pittsburgh team. It wasn’t long before reports
came of his success and with it the title of “The Duke of Pittsburgh.” Pink was something
of a dandy in his attire and liked to sport the latest in fashion. But this in no way detracted
from his pitching ability. He was tops.
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It wasn’t long before he attained the fame of a cigar box cover, along with that
eminent tragedian, Robert B. Mantell.” Stuck somewhere away among my boyhood
possessions I have a pair of those boxes, brimming over with tobacco tags of another day.
The Corsican Brothers shows two white shirted figures dueling with swords, with the
flowing Mantell signature across the bottom. The other displays Pink’s genial countenance
with the signature “Emerson (Pink) Hawley” beneath.
Big league pre-season training was yet to be adopted by club owners. Baseball was still a
roughneck game and if a player was moderate in his boozing, could handle himself in field
fights, and played his position as well as the next man, he could bet by. He was supposed to
show up in the spring sufficiently thin and agile to go to work.
Pink Hawley was given to plumpness, to put it mildly, and to get down to weight he
set up a rigid training system for himself. Grandfather told him to use the hall as he saw fit
and he moved in with baseballs and gloves and a portable steam bath. Until snow flew, he
worked out at the Dodge County Fair Grounds. But with winter, he spent much spare time
in the hall.
As awn associate and general factotum, Pink engaged “Peanut Bill,” a town
character. Bill was so called because each fall he sold peanuts during county Fair week. He
scraped out a living fishing in the lake, by oat in summer, through the ice in winter. But he
was always ready to come when Pink called him. Bill caught Pink in his workouts, watched
him jog about the hall, and supervised his sweatouts.
The steam bath was a crude contraption, a large box that closed with a hole for the
head to protrude, a chair inside it and a lamp to heat it up. When he had sweat sufficiently,
Pink would be released and given a rubdown. But in this matter, Bill was not always
amenable. He possessed an inordinate thirst and the rubbing lotion was at hand. While Pink
raged and ranted, unable to release himself, Bill would sit on the edge of the stage and
tipple away. That the stuff was strong enough to kill a horse never entered his head and
oddly enough, he seemed to thrive on it. To be sure it made him cockeyed, and more than
once Uncle Bee had to come to Pink’s rescue to prevent his ending up a pool of water. But
as Uncle Bee was a keen observer and anticipated Bill’s shortcoming, he always arrived in
the nick of time.
Since Uncle Bee acted as substitute masseur when Peanut Bill toppled over, even
fetching fresh rubbing lotion from Grandfather’s office, he decided that the situation
needed prompt action. So he solved the difficulty by concocting a homemade Mickey Finn.
It probably was not the identical prescription handed out by bartenders to obfuscate
vociferous patrons, but it worked just as well.
After a few treatments, Bill quit his shenanigans and became a good boy. He
decided that his stomach was going back on him and he’d have to taper off on anything
more potent than straight whiskey with a beer chaser. So Pink Hawley kept him in his
employ as long as he remained in the big league.
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Songs About Baseball
Baseball songs come in many musical types and in the popular musical genre of the
era. The first baseball song introduced in 1858 was called “The Baseball Polka.” Of course
it was in name only. When there isn’t a lyric connected with the song there is no musical
rhythm, style, etc. that can predict that the music is about baseball. We find the name
‘baseball’ used in the style that was popular when the song was written. Thus we find:
“Home Run Quick Step” (1861), “The Baseball Quadrille” (1867), “The Union Base Ball
Club March” (1867), “The Red Stockings Schottische” (1869), “Baseball Quickstep”
(1885) “The Temple Cup Two-Step March” (1894) “The Ball Player March/Two Step”
(1897) “Baseball Cakewalk” (1905). See Appendix 2
The first song I found with lyrics about baseball is “Baseball Fever” written in
1867. (See write-up below on page 9 for the melody and lyrics to the song)
I have found a song called “The Baseball Waltz” that do not include lyrics. There
are many songs about baseball that are in waltz time or triple time – ¾, 6/8 (especially the
great ‘Take me out to the Ballgame”).
There is even a song called “The Baseball Rag” written in 1919, and “The Babe
Ruth Blues” written in 1923. We also find a song called “The Baseball Blues” (written in
1931 by Jack Alliance of the Alliance Finance Corp. who published it). In the words of the
song we find mention of the Chicago Cubs and White Sox; and baseball figures such as
Hartnett, Grimm and Hornsby. There are songs today that are written in the ‘rock’ style in
which some well known performers such as “The Moody Blues” and others, have written
about baseball.
The covers of the sheet music do show some history of the game, especially the
early songs showing a ball field. Some covers have caricatures, others photos of the stars of
the game and others just printed names of the song and its composers. There will always be
songs written about the grand old game but it seems unlikely that one new song will
emerge and become popular. The few that have might be: “Joltin’ Joe DiMaggio” in 1941,
“Heart” from “Damn Yankees” in 1957, “It’s a Beautiful Day for a Ballgame” in 1960, and
“There used to be a Ball Park Here” written in 1973 and recorded by Frank Sinatra, and
“Willie, Mickey & the Duke” in 1981
The great John Philip Sousa was a baseball enthusiast and had a baseball team that
would play a local team in the town that the band had given a concert.
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Sousa was the pitcher. He also wrote some baseball songs: “The National Game,”
“The Umpire and the Dude.” (1888) and “An Umpire I, Who Ne’er Say Die.” (1888)
Some well known people also have written baseball songs:: Jimmy Van Heusen, the
winner of Oscars for his music wrote “the Dodgers.” Albert Von Tilzer (the composer of
“Take Me Out To The Ballgame”) wrote other baseball songs that did not gain the
popularity of “Ballgame.” The great announcer Mel Allen wrote “Baseball Dreams.”
George M. Cohen also wrote another besides the song given in our collection entitled
“Connie Mack is a Grand Old Name” in 1941. The oft honored lyricist Gus Kahn wrote
“Where the Sky Little Violets Grow” in 1928. In 1984 the popular star Bruce Springsteen
wrote “Glory Days.”

John Philip Sousa
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The Songs
The Baseball Polka - 1858
The first song using baseball as a key word was in 1858 and was "The Baseball
Polka,” but in name only. It could be a polka with another name as there are no lyrics, only
an instrumental version. The form is: A, B, A, C, D, C and a D.C. Al fine. The polka first
appeared in the United States around 1840 and swept the dance scene. A number of
baseball songs were written in a polka style and were given baseball titles. The tempo
(speed) of the song is marked “in polka tempo.” The first songs presented have lyrics with
a theme about baseball. See appendix for music about baseball without lyrics like this polka
on page
Base Ball Fever - 1867
In the year 1867 we find the first baseball song that includes lyrics; ”Base Ball
Fever,” by H. Angelo and James Porter. There are four additional verses expressing the
same feeling of loving the game of baseball. There is an 8 bar introduction; the verse is 16
bars in F major and the Chorus is 8 bars in D minor. Unless we find earlier baseball theme
songs with lyrics this song may be the earliest pure baseball song with lyrics apropos to our
subject. The melody is folk like and the harmony it uses is mostly the I, IV and V chords
of the key used. The vocal range is wide, the contour being an octave and a 6th- from
middle C to A on the first line above the staff. The lyrics show how one can get ‘hooked’
on the game or as the lyrics say – “I’ve got the baseball fever.” The tempo is marked
‘allegretto.’
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Verse:
All ‘round about we’ve queer complaints, which need some
doctor patching.
But something there is on the brain, which seems to be
more catching.
Tis raging too both far and near, or else I’m a deceiver
I’ll tell you what it is now; plain it is the Base Ball Fever.
Chorus: (in vocal quartet form)
O my, O my, O my O my, we want a safe reliever
Everybody, old and young, has got the baseball fever.
Catch it on the Fly - 1867
This song was also written in 1867 by Bisco and Starkweather and along with
“Fever” has a claim to be the first written song about baseball. The song contains a 4 bar
intro, and an 8 bar verse (there are5 verses given) followed by an 8 bar chorus given in
vocal quartet style. It is then followed by an 8 bar interlude leading to a repeat from the
beginning of the verse. The harmonies are very traditional and the melody is folk-like.
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Verse:
Come jolly comrades, here’s the game that’s play in open air
Where the clerks and all the indoor men, can profit by a share
‘Twill make the weak man stronger again ‘Twill
Brighten every eye
And all who need such exercise should catch it on the fly.
Chorus:
Play away, play away, catch it on the fly
When you go to bat boys
Send it thro’ the sky
For old ‘Regulation when ever you may go
Brighten up the crowd _____ and make a healthy show.
The Bat and the Ball - 1867
This is the third song about baseball that was written in 1867 by Johnson and Max.
The song speaks of the love of the game by the citizens. Baseball is loved not only by those
fans in the U. S. but in a number of foreign nations. It does remind me of the lyrics of
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Berlin’s “God Bless America.” Maybe we could call this the anthem of baseball. There is
no introduction but the song starts at the first verse which is 8 bars long. The chorus is also
8 bars long. The harmony is traditional using mostly the I, IV and V chords and the melody
is folk like. The chorus is in 4 part quartet vocal style. The barbershop quartet style of
singing was popular in the latter part of the 19th century thusly found in many of the
popular songs of the era.

Verse:
We come from the mountains; we come from the plain,
We gather in numbers on our field once again.
So stand to your bases, and ‘filed’ it with care.
No ‘muffing’ of balls as they fly thru’ the air.
Chorus:
Then Hurrah boys hurrah, for the ball and the bat
That nerves us for action, with muscles compact
‘Tis the pride of our nation the glory of all
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Then hurrah boys, hurrah, for the Bat and the Ball.
Hurrah for Our National Game 1869
Our next song was written in 1869 by Walter Neville. It is in the tempo of a march.
There is a 4 bar introduction. The verse contains 8 bars, in two phrases of Four bars (A)
and four bars (B). The Chorus contains 8 bars. The harmonies are again traditional, with
the chorus in the era’s vocal quartet style. The march style was very popular during this era
and the military band was the most familiar instrumentations found. The great Gilmore
Band was the talk of the land and Sousa was soon to follow. It is marked ‘march tempo.’
All three of these early songs have lyrics that proclaim the passion for the game by its
players and fans. There is a sort of patriotic and pride feeling in the lyrics that would seem
to make the singer proud to be an American and be able to enjoy the great game of
baseball.
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Verse:
Hurrah for our game, our National game,
There’s health in its ev’vy bound.
A thrill of delight in it’s very name,
A joy in its simplest sound.
It lends new strength to our hardy race
And its pleasures are never tame,
Then here’s to the bat, the ball, and the base
Hurrah for our National Game.
Chorus:
Then hurrah for our National game, Hurrah,
Here’s a cheer for its well-earned fame,
Success to it ever, hurrah, hurrah, Hurrah
For our National Game.
The Base Ball Song - 1874
This song was written in 1874 by W. J. Bullock. Again the harmonies are simple
and the tune is again folk like. There is an extension on each of the two sections that are
both two bars long. The tone of the lyrics again is proclaiming how great a game baseball is
and this feeling is shared by both the players and the fans. While other sports such as the
ones mentioned (hunt, fish, sail) are excellent sports to participate in, none have the loyalty
of most Americans – Americans that are baseball fans. The tempo is marked ‘moderato.’
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Verse:
Let others hunt, or fish, or sail A far o’er ocean’s foam:
Give me the game that’s played among the sweet green fields of home.
The bases pitch on a level spot, beneath a smiling sky
No sport for pleasure or for health, with base ball then can vie,
With Base Ball then can vie.
Chorus:
Then take the bat and the ball in hand, let the umpire sing
out ’play,’
For Base Ball is a noble game, and ‘tis our toast to day
And ‘tis our toast today.
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Tally One For Me - 1877
Written in 1877 by John Rutledge, there is an 8 bar intro in 2/4 meter, then two
phrases of 8 bars in length (A & B) in the same meter. The Chorus changes to ¾ waltz time
and is in 2 - 8 bar phrases. The harmonies are simple and stay within the key and the
melody is typical of the folk tradition and the popularity of the waltz during this era. The
waltz was a most popular dance and we find a number of baseball songs written in waltz ¾
meter. This is our first example of a song about a player in the game. It doesn’t show the
emotion the previous songs did but the sureness of an individual player on his own ability
and is aware of his fans, especially the young, pretty ladies.
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Verse:
I’m the pride and pet of all the gals that come out to the park
My every play out on the field, Yes, they’re sure to mark
And when you are them smiling and their hands go pit a pat
Just mark it down, for number one, is going to the bat, oh!
Chorus:
For when I take the bat in hand my style is sure and free.
Just put your money on my side, and tally one for me.
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The Day I Played Base Ball – 1878
Written in 1878 by vaudeville performer Pat Rooney. This is a short song of just
16 bars and contains a number of verses with a coda of 8 bars following the song where it
is marked ‘a dance.’ I am sure Rooney did his soft shoe routine before returning to the
song to sing another verse. There is an 8 bar intro. The verses tell a story of the adventures
of a man that didn’t know what he was doing when they made him play ball – an attempt at
a humorous routine for a vaudeville performer. Vaudeville, being the top form of live
entertainment (we had no radio, TV, etc.) the performers used the popularity of baseball as
material for their acts – even a number of ball players entered vaudeville and had what
really were ‘corny’ routines but were paid good money. Who can ever forget the movies
made by players such as Babe Ruth? This song was sang (and danced) in a moderato tempo
and was a comic ballad as sung by Rooney.
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Verse:
My name it is O’Halloran. I’m a man that’s influential.
I mind my business, stop at home, my wants are few an’ small
Some black guards ‘the other day did come,
They were full of whisky, gin and rum, an’ they took me out in the broiling sun,
To play a game of ball.
Base Ball Song & Dance - 1883
This song is by Chas. Blake and written in 1883. It is called “Base Ball-Song &
Dance.” The song is a routine for a song and dance man of old vaudeville. The lyrics tell
about the glory of the game and there is space within the composition for a dance routine twice in the first part for two, 2 bars lengths for a short dance step and at the end 16 bars
for a full routine. It then returns to the beginning with two more verses. It surely was a ‘hit’
on the vaudeville stage. There are a few words that one can’t read in the old sheet music.
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(There is no chorus. The verse is the narrative that goes right into the dance
routine).
Verse:
Sport I love with all my heart, rod & yacht and gun. Hal___ too, the blood will start.
Each is noble manly fun.
That there is another one, greatest kind of game,
you catch, you pitch, and hit and run.
Base Ball its ___ good name.
How I love to see the pitcher ‘pitch.’ (2 bars interlude for short dance steps)
How I love to see the batter bat
(2 bars interlude for short dance steps)
Oh, swift and ____ the ball may hit,
brave and from each ____,
The batter makes a home run hit, outside the fence it lands.”
(16 bars of music for the big dance routine – returning to the top for two more
verses.)
Baseball - 1886
Written in 1886 with music by Geo. Cragg with words by the famous minstrel and
vaudevillian Dockstader. The verse (16 bars) is in 2/4 meter and the chorus (16 bars) is in
6/8 meter. There is a 4 bar intro. The lyrics mention most all the teams in the league and it
depicts a dream of what happens to all the teams during a dream sequence. In 1886 the
lyrics historically mention most of the league’s teams, an important fact if one wants to
know the names of the teams during that year and the ability to use popular sheet music to
find out the history of the era. The harmonies are simple and the melody is small and folk
like. This must have been a song sung in the Dockstader minstrel shows and vaudeville
routines of the era by one of the most famous minstrels of his era.
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Verse:
I’ve hears song stories very strange, and funny things I’ve seen.
I’ve heard folks tell some awful tales, and I’ve had some curious dreams.
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Last week I heard a story strange,
I wonder if it’s true,
A maniac told it to me and I’ll sing it unto you.
Chorus:
He said he was at a baseball match
And wonderful sights did see
I think he got things rather mixed
But this he said to me.
The American association
And all the League turn’d out
They went into an open field and batted the ball about.
The Baseball Song – 1888
The words and music are written by M Mullen in 1888. In the lyrics we hear
mention of ‘cricket’ and ‘gunning’ – two sports that are really not American, especially
cricket. It sounds like the composer was introduced to the American game of baseball and
really liked it.
There is a 4 bar verse and a verse of 16 bars followed by a chorus of8 bars. The
harmonies are simple and the melody presented is interesting with the chorus having three
fermatas making it sound rather dramatic. It was sung with much spirit as it is marked ‘con
spirito.’
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Verse:
Ye boys of vast Columbia now join in one and all.
And raise your voices high with me in singing of Baseball.
O! what a sport this is my lads
To take your minds from care.
It beats all games that I know of,
None other can compare.
Chorus:
Baseball’s the game, baseball’s the game,
Baseball’s the game for me.
Let others talk of Cricket or of gunning in the thicket
But Baseball’s the game for me.
Steal! Slide! Anyway! - 1889
Written in 1889 by Duncan and Mascotte, the lyrics tell the story of the baseball
technique of sliding and stealing and generally running the bases with padded pants. It not
an emotional lyric but an aggressive view of playing the game the way it should be played
(a la Cobb) There is a short 4 bar intro followed by a 16 bar first section and followed by a
refrain of 8 bar section to end with a 2 bar extension to bring the song to a conclusion.
There is no tempo marking but it should be sung in an andante tempo.
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Verse:
Polo or St. George’s ground matters not at all, under clear or cloudy skies,
Giants play great ball
Johnny Woods our shortstop, Keefe is in his place.
Don’t be worried, we are bound to give the league a chase
Refrain:
Steal! Slide! Anyway, so we get around,
What are padded trousers for but plowing up the ground?
Steal! Slide! Anyway, so we get around!
What are trousers for but plowing up the ground.
Slide, Kelly, Slide - 1889
Michael Joseph Kelly was born on Dec. 31, 1857 and was the first ‘super’ star of
baseball and this song is about his career and of the way he played the game.
This song is notated as a ‘comic song,’ and written by J.W.Kelly in 1889 for Miss
Maggie Cline (probably a vaudeville performer). I guess I don’t have a good sense of
humor but it must be that I wasn’t there. But how about the rhyme: “If your batting doesn’t
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fail you, they’ll take you to Australia.” Now that’s funny!! There is an 8 bar intro, but no
vamp. It is in two sections-verse & chorus.
Kelly was admired and adored by his fans. Mike ‘King’ Kelly is a member of the
Baseball Hall of Fame. He was the author of the 1st baseball autobiography “Play Ball,
Stories of the Ball Field.” The expression: ‘Slide, Kelly, Slide’ became popular and used
whenever imminent danger was near. His nickname was a due to his immense popularity
which extended well beyond the team he was playing for. He is often credited with
inventing or perfecting the ‘hit and run play,’ the hook slide, the catcher’s practice of
backing up first base, the idea of a catcher and pitcher having signals, and a ‘trick’ play
when the catcher would seemingly throw wild of 1st base but the right fielder coming in to
surprise the runner and throw him out at home when the runner thought it was a bad throw.
Kelly was also was the reason some new rules were put into baseball. During a game with
the Chicago White Stockings, Kelly was on the bench. When the opposing batter hit a pop
fly near the bench, Kelly ran out, and yelled, “Kelly now catching!” and caught the ball.
The batter was out according to the rules of that era. Some rules were changed shortly after
that to limit substitutions only when the ball is dead. Other ‘tricks’ by Kelly was to run
from first base directly to third when the lone umpire might not be watching. In this era
there was only one umpire. He would try to take any advantage to win including grabbing
hold of a runner’s belt so they would have poor attempts at stealing bases.
In 1887 he hit 394 with 84 stolen bases, once stealing 6 bases in one game. He is
considered baseballs’ first superstar. He was a hard living, hard-drinking son of a Civil War
Vet. He was two times the batting champion, hitting .345 in 1884 and .388 in 1886. Kelly
hit over 300 in 8 seasons and scored a league-record of scoring 6 runs in one game. He is a
member of the Baseball Hall of Fame. He played all the positions but mostly left field and
catcher.
Kelly was a notorious character who dressed (voted the nations best dressed man)
and acted flamboyant). He was active in vaudeville for a time, reciting a reading of “Casey
at the Bat.” It has been said that the poem was reminiscent of the great One’s baseball tour
in San Francisco in 1887. He played in the presence of the poems’ soon-to-be author,
Ernest L. Thayer. Kelly often was accompanied by a black monkey and a Japanese valet.
Unfortunately he was a heavy drinker and had been known to carry a drink unto the field
with him.
In 1927 there was a movie that was loosely based on Kelly and entitled “Slide,
Kelly, Slide. The film recounted the adventures of a rookie pitcher, with a character that
reminds one of the characters in the more recent movie, “The Natural.” This was the first
popular song hit about baseball. The song was played at the opening-day ceremonies of the
then newly constructed Polo Grounds in 18889
In 1894, en-route to Boston to make an appearance at the Palace Theater for Mike
Murphy’s Burlesque Corps, he died of pneumonia at age 36. Kelly definitely enjoyed life.
Although his
bad habits are never condoned, Kelly was one of the most colorful and
interesting characters in early baseball history.
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Verse:
I play’d a game of baseball, I belong to Casey’s nine
The crowd was feeling jolly, and the weather it was fine;
A noble lot of players, I think were never found.
When the omnibuses landed that day upon the ground.
The game was quickly started; they sent me to the bat
I made two strikes, says Casey, “What are you striking at?
I made the third, the catcher missed and to the ground it
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fell
Then I run like a devil to first base, when the gang began to
yell!
Chorus:
Slide, Kelly slide! Your runnings a disgrace
Slide, Kelly slide! Stay there, hold your base!
If someone doesn’t steal you, and your batting doesn’t fail you,
They’ll take you to Australia! Slide, Kelly Slide
The word ‘slide’ has numerous meanings. In baseball of course it is a technique of
sliding into a base; it also is recreational equipment for children to slide down. During the
early jazz era, which would have come near the end of Kelly’s baseball career, his notoriety
would have still been known. In the era following the turn of the 20th century into the era of
early jazz, a slide would be the notating of the brass instrument known as the slide
trombone. Popular were the players in the bands of the day – Arthur Pryor – one of the
greatest trombonists of all time, and Henry Fillmore, a noted composer of the day. Pryor
wrote a composition entitled “Lassus Trombone” and Gilmore wrote “Teddy Trombone”
and many other songs with the techniques only common to a slide trombone.
American’s National Game - 1889
Written by Kingsley and Wheeler in honor of Pete Baker. The intro is 16 bas long
followed by the verse of 16 bars, both in 6/8 meter. The chorus is also 16 bars long but is in
2/4 meter. The harmony has some dissonance and the melody has some large jumps and
might be harder to sing then some of the other baseball songs that are folk like. There is an
ending that follows the chorus of about 8 bars that goes back to the 2nd verse and acts like
the intro did. The tempo is marked ‘allegro con spirito.’ (no sheet music cover)
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Verse:
I am a representative of America’s National game,
The Pride of all the ladies
I am well known to fame,
They all do shout as I turn out,
And to the Plate I stride;
Admired by all, both great and small
I’m the people’s pet and pride.
Refrain
A Home run! A home run! You’ll hear the people cry,
A home run! A home run! Just watch him land a fly;
Lead the chase, slide that base,
He’ll get there all the same;
A Model representative of America’s National game.
Our Noble Giant Nine! - 1889
Written by Monroe Rosenfeld in 1889 the song glorifies the ‘Giant Nine.” It is in 2
part song form of two sections, each of 16 bars length. The harmonies basically stick to the
key in which they are found. It is marked to be sung as a ‘lively’ tempo.
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Verse:
Cheers for the boys who have won it. The pennant of our pride;
Bravely in many a battle, they’ve struggled side by side.
Now with the laurels of victory, their brows we twine
The first on the diamond field of fame, that noble Giant nine.
Chorus:
For they’re our gallant champion, the hardy and the true.
Long life to pitchers, fielders all, and gallant batters too
Ring out their praises to the skies, their fame shall ever shine
May home runs still the record fill, of our noble Giant nine.
Finnegan, the Umpire! - 1890
This is another baseball song written by Monroe Rosenfeld in 1890, a year after
writing “Our Noble Giant Nine. This song must have been a vaudeville number as one
can’t take the lyrics literally. The four verses tell of the umpire’s problems during the game
is it is intended to be a comic song making fun of the umpire’s problems. There is a 4 bar
intro, with a 16 bar first section and a chorus of 8 bars, continuing with a 8 bar final
section of instrumental music probably having the performer do a short dance. It is marked
to be done in s ‘tempo di Schottisch,’ which in reality is a polka tempo, a lively one.
The game of baseball is connected with the history of umpiring. In a game where an
inch may change the outcome of the game some source of arbitration had to be used.
During the early era of the game umpires were sort of a second thought but as the game
evolved the umpire was needed. The early umpires did have a difficult time and were
subject took abuse. A song about Kelly talks of Kelly taking third base from first when the
lone umpire had his back turned. The World Series of 1909 employed 4 umpires. It became
obvious that more umpires were needed for the integrity of the game so around 1912 two
umpires were assigned. This practice became the norm in the 1920s. By 1933 there were
three umpires and in 1952 the game settled on 4 umpires during the regular game and 6 for
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special games such as the World Series. The word umpire’ means – not equal/one who acts
as an arbiter between 2 people. In 1956 Ed Rommel and Frank Urmont were the first
umpires to wear glasses – an event that players were yelling at them to do for years.
Charles Ghigna wrote this poem about umpires that I will share with you:

Verse:
Michael Finnegan one day, when the boys began to play
Was dressed as fine as any duke or lord
He wore a new silk hat, and an elegant cravat
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And he swung his hat just like a marshal’s sword
“Twas O’Mara on first base, he had just began to cheer
When the shortstop sent the ball in with a howl
But ‘twas such a splendid curve, that Finnegan lost his nerve
And before he caught his breath he yelled out ‘Foul.’
Chorus:
One strike, two strikes, the third one knocked him out
You’re off your base, go hid your face
The gang began to shout.
They lit his whiskers with a match and set his beard a fire
Sure they nearly murdered Finnegan the umpire.
Clancy Wasn’t In It - 1890
Written in 1890 by B. H. Hanssen, there is an 8 bar intro with the verse a length of
32 bars and followed by a chorus of 16 bars, There are 3 verses and Clancy is portrait as a
player that was not too ‘keen’ on the rules of the game. I think it is real funny and probably
got some good laughs when sung to an audience. The harmonies are simple with the
emphasis on the comic words. The tempo is marked allegretto.
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Verse:
I’ll ne’er forget the day I saw Pat Clancy playing ball,
The day was fine, but very hot; the crowd was rather small;
Pat won the toss, and took the bat, the other side went out;
And then the greatest game began that’s been played here about;
As Clancy was an amateur, had never played a game,
He couldn’t tell a ‘ball’ from a ‘strike’ he thought them both the same.
He only played one inning and that one was with regret,
He went home on a stretcher and I havn’t seen him yet!
Chorus:
Clancy wasn’t in it from the very start,
He thought the game was easy but it broke his heart;
He’ll never play a game again, on that I’d like to bet,
The way they laid him out that day he wont’ forget.
I’m A Jonah – 1890
The song begins with a 10 bar intro leading to two sections each of 32 bars. Next
comes the refrain of 32 bars. The harmonies are mostly within the key and do not go astray
from the key center. As a piece in waltz ¾ meter the rhythms are simple and the contour of
the melody is about an octave. Baseball players are noted for being superstitious (not
stepping on the white line, etc.) and the lyrics of this song point out the supernatural
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powers such as magical powers, elfin fairies and voodoo. The song was written by Geo.
Scott and Chas. Heitinger. It is in waltz meter, ¾,
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Verse:
You’ve all heard of mascots who with them good luck bring
And the lucky old horse shoe of which the poets sing.
But they or the elfin fairies of whom the children tell
Who ruled all this wide world by their wondrous spell
But I am a “Jonah!” the worst in the land.
My magical power no one can withstand,
At a picnic, a party or a game of baseball.
I’m a Jonah a Jonah, I hoodoo them all
Refrain:
For I am a Jonah, the worst in the land
My magical power no one can withstand,
At a picnic, a party, or a game of baseball
I’m a Jonah, I’m a Jonah, I hoodoo them all.
O’Grady at the Game - 1891
Written in 1891 by George Edwards it begins with an 8 bar intro. The verse has a
16 bar first section and followed by a 16 bar ‘B’ section. The Chorus is 8 bars long and is
followed by an ending section that is a piano solo of 8 bars. The words state that O’Grady
had bet ten dollars on the outcome of the game and he was to
Lose his bet. After the game they went to the tavern to have a drink and related that well
known baseball phrase “wait until next year.” The tempo is allegretto.
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Verse:
A friend of mine, O’Grady, came from far across the sea,
For baseball he was crazy, so he went one day with me
And when we reach’d the baseball grounds, he felt very gay,
He said he’d paint the town bright red, If he could have his way.
We paid our money, in we went, and on the benches sat.
The players filed out on the field, O’Grady waved his hat.
The game began and Mullin he ran in to catch a ‘fly,’
He didn’t catch it in his hands, but caught it on his eye.
Chorus:
Mulligan he play’d centre field, and play’d it to a charm
And old Pat Reilly, shortstop; he forgot his old glass arm!
Finnegan play’d at third base, and the ‘bleachers’ kept on bawling,
We’re far ahead, ‘play ball,’ they kept a calling.
McGuffin’s Home Run -1891
Labeled a comic song and chorus it was written by Gussie L. Davis in 1891. The
song is in two parts: the first in song form – AABA – the chorus is in two 8 bar phrases.
There is a 4 bar introduction. The chorus, like a previous song changes to ¾ waltz time
from the 2/4 in the first part. This song is folk like and in the key of Eb Major in both
sections. It reminds one of Casey at the bat but McGuffin didn’t strike out but hit a home
run. There is no tempo marking but the song is a ballad and probably should be taken at an
andante tempo.
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Verse:
I received an invitation to play a game of ball
And so I journeyed thither accompanied by my gal!
My side was in, I went to bat
Just like a bold dragoon.
And when the ball came near me,
Sure I drove it to the moon!
I let the bat then quickly drop,
Then chased the bases round.
Arrived upon the home plate
With my limbs all safe and sound!
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My side almost went crazy,
The band commenced to play
And when I asked the reason why,
They all began to say
Chorus:
We are the people, you are the dandy.
You’ve hit it a whack now which quite take the bum!
You are a beauty; you’ve done your whole duty,
You’re a Daisy, McGuffin since you made that home run!
Our National Game – Base Ball - 1894
Written in 1894 by Walter Elliot, the song begins with an 8 bar intro, then into the
first section containing two section each of 8 bars, using triples in the accompaniment; The
first two sections of 8 bars each. There is an 8 bar ending to bring the song to a close. The
harmony is again traditional and the melody is more melodic then folk song style. The
lyrics talk about the pleasure of playing the game. Its style is more musical then the
previous songs but the harmonies are traditional. It is marked Allegro moderato.
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Verse:
Some fellows boast what games they have
And what fun they do enjoy
While others can not find a game
Their leisure to employ,
But I know one which you all know,
And one that beats them all.
There’s nothing boys creates such boys
As the game of games, base-ball
Chorus:
Playing at ball, playing at ball
Watching with pleasure which way goes the ball
Playing at ball, playing at ball.
Nothing on earth, boys, beats playing base ball.
At the Game of Ball – 1895
There is an 8 bar intro, followed by a verse of 18 bars. The chorus is broken up with
two bars of vocal followed by 2 bars of dancing. No doubt this is a vaudeville routine done
by a ‘song and dance man’ like George M. Cohan might have performed. It was written by
Williamson and Beckel. The melody is folk like and would have been easy to sing and the
harmonies are within the key and traditional. It is marked Allegretto scherzzando.
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Verse:
There is a game I love, and, if you want to know,
My sweetheart things it far above, a horse, or cricket show;
You’ll know her by her hat, So stylish made, and tall,
With ribbons, daisies and all that, to grace a game of ball.
Chorus:
A game of ball: (dance) to grace a game of ball (dance)
With ribbons, daisies and all that,
To grace a game of ball (6 bars of dance), to grace a game of ball.
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The Game the Phillies Play – 1895
Written by Howard Bott, the song begins with an 8 bar intro. The song is in waltz ¾
meter with a verse of 32 bars and a chorus of 16 bars. In the other 2 verses we read about
the players on the teams playing and how disappointed the author was with the “wondering
of how the Phillies play.” The harmonies are within the key and found within the key,
while the melody is written most probably for a tenor voice its range or contour is within an
octave. It is marked allegretto.

Verse:
I took my girl to the baseball ground upon a summer’s day
For she was anxious just to see the game the Phillies play
We took our seats upon the stand and heard the umpire squall
With voice that all could understand come now my boys play ball.
Chorus:
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Play ball play ball the umpire cried play ball and don’t get gay
For thousands here are wond’ring at the game the Phillies play.
Hi! Yi! Yer Off Now! - 1895
Written by Ittalie N. Guitarr in about 1895 it begins with an 8 bar intro, followed by
a verse of 20 and a chorus of 19 bars. There is one Italian dialect baseball song (“One-a
Strike”) and now we have a Negro dialect baseball song. It is not surprising that we find the
cakewalk rhythm used in the chorus of the song. Most cakewalks have a Negro theme
having begun on a plantation as a fancy dance for a cake as a reward for the best dancing
couple. The ‘empire’ mentioned is the ‘umpire.’ The hero of this song hits a pop fly which
the opposing team muffs and his team wins 5 to 4. The harmonies are standard and the
melody is an easy one to sing. The sheet music covers pictures three players in more of a
caricature then a photo, which was common in this era. This type of caricature of the Negro
before the turn of the 20th century would be classified in that era as a ‘coon’ baseball song.
The cover says: “The hit of the Diamond-Negro Base Ball Song.” The tempo is allegro
moderato.
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Verse:
I Am Cap’n ub de Di’mond Dukes an’ a lulu nine it is,
An’ yer ought to see me a play in;’ fuse base,
Fur de stops I makes, gee whiz! Is de fines’ in de biz,
I seldom eber an error hab made, an’ when I hits de ball,
I loosens de cover as I lines it out,
Does yer hear dem coachers call?
Can’t yer hear dem bleachers bawl!
Chorus:
Hi Yi Yer off now, Hi Yi off now,
Run yer push-cart, come git a move on,
Wake up an git into de game.
Hi Yi slide dar, Hi Yi Yi slide dar,
Heber teched him, mob dat empire,
Kill himself if he don’t get what yer claim.
The Base-Ball Fiend – 1902
The; music is in manuscript and not printed and therefore difficult to read but the
lyrics tell about a guy that wants to play baseball. It tells of a school teacher that plays
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baseball, giving up his teaching career for the game. It is a through composed song with a
melody of 24 bars. There is a 4 bar intro, with the harmonies and melody simple and folk
like. There is no composer named on the manuscript. It is to be sung at an allegretto tempo.

Lyrics:
A weary teacher in a public school was startled one day by a call
There’s no use in preaching I can bear the screeching
My nerves won’t stand it at all
I’ve searched all creation for some recreation
Believe it could be found in baseball.
When he returned to his home in the evening
He promptly his wife did call.
Said he my treasure I’m sure would be pleasure
To join in a game of baseball.
All this year I’ve been working my duty not thinking
And I’d really enjoy baseball.
Husky Hans - 1904
About the great Hans Wagner, it was written in 1904 by Wm. Hartz. It is marked a
March and Two-Step. It begins with a 4 bar intro. The 1st section and 2nd both contain
music of 16 bars in length. In the 3rd section we have the short vocal text; followed by two
other sections with new music – one with16 bars, the last with 32 bars of music, with
mostly a repeat of the melody. It is in 6/8 time.
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Wagner:
Honus Wagner was one of the first ball players to be inducted into the Baseball Hall
of Fame in 1936. One of the greatest players in all of baseball (playing shortstop) he hit
300 or more in 17 consecutive season, 8 times winning the batting championship. Of
interest, Honus Wagner was the first baseball player to have his signature branded into a
Louisville Slugger Baseball bat.
Chorus:
Three cheers for “Husky Hans,” so modest in his way
Yet “He’s the star, they say by far, of every game they play
Then praise him long and loud when’er he strikes the ball
For we all know where’er they go, our Hans is champion of them all.
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The Umpire is a Most Unhappy Man - 1905
Written for a musical comedy starring Harry Askin, it was written in 1905 by Joe
Howard. Howard and was immortalized in the movie “I Wonder who’s Kissing Her Now,”
which is also the name of this hit tune. Howard wrote over 500 songs with Hello my Baby,
and Goodbye My Lady Love as two other well known songs of Howard. Had he not ended
up as a songwriter he might have played on the ball field alongside of King Kelly and
others of the era.
This song comes from a 1905 musical called “The Umpire.” Oh the poor umpire –
this song reminds me of the quote by Johnny Evers about umpires: “My favorite umpire is
a dead one.”
There is an 8 bar intro followed by the verse of two, 8 bar phrase with an extension
of 4 bars leading to the chorus (Refrain) of 2 16 bar phrases with an extension of4 bars to
end the song. This is the first song we have about an umpire and it sure doesn’t make him
seem too good but with the fans reaction to someone being an umpire-a job none of the
fans would want. There is no tempo marking but as a ballad it probably should be sung at
an andante tempo.
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Verse:
An umpire is a cross between a bull frog and a goat
He has a mouth that’s flannel lined and brass tubes in his throat.
He needs a cool and level head, that isn’t hard to hit
So when the fans beat up his frame,
They’ll have a nice place to sit.
The only job that’s worse, is driver on a hearse.
Chorus:
How’d you like to be an umpire-work like his is merely play?
He don’t ev’re have to ask for, all the things that come his way.
When the crowd yells “knock his block off,
Soak him Good” says ev’ry fan.
Then who wants to be an umpire
The brick-bats whiz, when he gets his
For the umpire is a most unhappy man.
Baseball - 1905
Written by D. E. Gilchrist the song begins with a 4 bar intro. The verse is 16 bars as
is the chorus. The harmonies are within the key and the melody is folk like. The song is one
of many that are just called “baseball.” The tempo is not marked but again an andante
tempo would be best. Again baseball is compared with the other sports going back to the
Olympic Games and a game that brings together all Americans of the melting pot.
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Verse:
You may talk about the swell games that the Grecians played,
Or the sports of France and Spain,
You may boast about the records that the Romans made,
When e’er they sought athletic fame.
You may rave about your rough football
Cricket, golf or any game at all
But I want to tell you all that there’s none of those that’s in it
With our own “Yankee” game base ball.
Chorus:
Baseball, oh! Baseball, you’re the game that get the land a going
You’re the only, only sport the daddy of all others,
You’re the game that beats them all.
Play ball, all play ball, that’s the cry that starts the fans to howling,
Women, men and girls and boys are rooters one and all
For ev’ry body love baseball.
It’s Great At A Baseball Game - 1906
Dated 1906, the song was written by Fischer & Whiting. The words tell about how
great it is to be able to play baseball. The melody is folk like and the harmony very simple
with only a secondary dominant used in one section. There is an 8 bar intro. It is in waltz,
¾ meter.
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Verses:
I know a place on a great great big lot,
But all you’ve got, there is the spot
Talk about fun in the old summertime,
Rockaway Coney Isle took like a shine,
All that you need is a baseball and bat.
Throw off your coat, take off your hat
Now are you on what I try to get at,
It’s a base ball game
Chorus:
Come let’s all take a trip to the ball game,
Don’t run short, be a sport.
It’s a real Yankee game you can gamble
Don’t be late; ‘gee’ it’s great,
Get your hot buttered popcorn and peanuts
Join the boys in the noise and raise ‘calm’
If once you’ve been there, You’re sure to declare
“Gee”! It’s great at a base ball game.
Brother Noah Gave Out Checks For Rain - 1907
‘Noah’ was written in 1907 by Arthur Longbrake. It is written in 6/8 time and to be
sung at a moderate tempo. It begins with a 4 bar intro followed by a two bar ‘vamp.’ A
vamp is a musical technique used by mostly acts on a stage. The orchestra keeps playing
the vamp until the performer signals they are ready to begin their song or dance. This is the
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first baseball song I known that uses the situation of a colored Deacon and a ballgame. In
the era (early 20th century) there were hundreds of popular songs written with unflattering
covers showing a Negro in a caricature. The words are even in a Negro dialect found so
often in the lyrics during that era. I have given both verses as I thought it was so
entertaining to read the lyrics of this song. It is one of the first to include syncopation in its
rhythm, probably due to the influence of jazz style during this era, the “Early Jazz Age.” It
even possesses a use of the Cakewalk rhythm (short, long short) that appears as a major
influence in early ragtime and jazz.

Brother Noah Gave Out Rain Checks
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Verse:
Deacon Jones addressed the congregation said “The roof lets in the rain,
And folks that am an aggravation to Rev’rend Jackson Smith that’s plain.
Now I propose good sisters and brothers
We raise some funds to shingle up the leak.
A ball game we could play on emancipation day
But Sister Jones in loud tones then did speak,
“That am no game for good church folks to play”
Deacon Jones replied, “Does not the good book say”
Chorus:
That Eve stole first and Adam second, St. Peter umpired the game
Rebecca went to the wall with a pitch
And Ruth in the field was fame
Goliath was struck out by David
A base hit made on Abel by Cain
The Prodigal son made one home run
Brother Noah gave out checks for rain.
Verse 2:
Deacon Jones received their acclamation
“That a ball game they would play
The folks were filled with expectation
On that emancipation day
When in the box the Deacon was pitching
A ball bat slipped and hit him on the shine,
He fainted dead away then his wife was heard to say,
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“He’s only being punished for his sins,”
But Deacon Jones came to and loudly cried,
“We will leave it to the good book to decide.”
Baseball – 1907
Written by John Hitchfield in 1907 it begins with an 8 bar intro. The verse is 16
bars long with a short chorus of 8 bars. The song is another tribute to the game of baseball.
The tempo is marked ‘lively.’ His is the 2nd song that has a title of ‘Baseball.’ There will be
others. It includes a modified cakewalk rhythm.
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Verse:
Hear the umpire call with his megaphone voice,
“Come boys, toss up for the first innings choice.”
The pitching kid twirls his mighty right.
The cry goes up, “A strike, strike, strike!”
Now the fans are all expectancy.
For what advantage can see, when over the fence the ball is spun,
And the star has made the first home run.
Chorus:
Play ball, play ball, come and play baseball
If you’d win both health and fame,
Come and play our national game,
Unbounded joy and health to gain!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Connie’s Little Elephant - 1907
Written by James Whitehead in 1907 you might have guessed that the ‘Connie’ of
the song is really Connie Mack of the Phil. Athletics. The verses mention the names of
many baseball players the song is a cheer song for his team. The melody is folk like and the
harmonies are simple. The accompaniment is very rhythmic. The intro is marked lively but
there is no indication of the tempo after the 4 bar intro. Having had the opportunity of
seeing Connie Mack manage against ‘my’ Washington Senators in the late 30s and early
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50s I was aware of who he was and his legend as my father would always tell me who we
were seeing when he took me to see a ball game. Anyone who has not heard of Mr. Mack
please go to the web site of baseball’s Hall of Fame and you will see his record.

Verse:
Connie has an elephant, its doin’ quite a stunt.
It has us all near crazy in the American pennant hunt,
It’s got its right foot forward, and already made a break,
To throw off “Naps,” and “Tigers” with the “White Socks” in the wake.
Chorus:
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Hurrah! Then for Connie, Hurrah for the boys,
Hurrah for the fans that will surely make a noise;
For we’ll really ‘round the flag boys
We’ll rally ‘round the flag,
Shouting the battle cry of “Beat em.”
Base-Ball - 1908
Written in 1908 by Roger Lewis & Al. W. Brown, the song is written in the key of
E minor and uses the traditional harmony of the key. There is a vamp after the 4 bar intro
This format makes this song one that was used by a ‘song and dance’ man of vaudeville. Its
use of shouting the word ‘baseball’ reminds you of the style of the ‘lion’ in the Wizard of
Oz when he shouts out ‘courage, courage.’ Baseball was a very important and popular
subject for show people. The words glorify the great national game of baseball which along
with brass band and dancing was the popular form of entertainment of the era. It is marked
Moderato. It is a song that cheer leaders would present to the fans and a real ‘hurrah’ song
for baseball. The song is dedicated to the fans of baseball.
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Verse:
What is the game that every body raves so much about
Baseball, Baseball
What is the game that all the papers write so much about
Baseball, Baseball
The little boys will run away from school to see the game,
Altho’ it isn’t really right you know they’re not to blame.
For when you were a little boy, you used to do the same
To go and see a game of Baseball.
Rah Rah Ziz boom Bab three cheers for the great old game.
Chorus:
Base ball, Baseball, hear ev’rybody rooting for their nine
Score is one to one some one makes a run
He got across the home plate just in time.
One strike, two strikes, another strike you’re out.
Oh! What a shame
Excitement is intense, Gee! But it’s immense
When you go to a Baseball game.
Take Your Girl to a Ball Game - 1908
Written in 1908 by G. M. Cohen, he was more famous for his patriotic songs
(“You’re a Grand Old Flag,” “Over There,” etc.) then this baseball song. Written in the
same year as the more popular “Take Me Out to the Ballgame”, the song did gain some
popularity. It is in waltz time with a verse and chorus using traditional harmony and a
simple melody that is easy to remember and perhaps whistle once you hear it. The cover
sheet shows a lady really dressed up and a man at her side with the traditional straw hat of
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the era. I haven’t seen the fans of today dress up like they might dress going to a
symphonic concert.

Verse:
Coney Island’s all right, It’s a fine place at night
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But the place that’s the money to me.
Is the park where they play, Classy Ball ev’ry day,
Talk of sport! It’s the big jubilee!
At the shout of “play ball” I’m just daffy, that’s all
As I sit with my queen like a king,
With her score card in hand, Mamie looks more than grad.
To the rooters around me I sing.
Chorus:
Take your girl to the ball game, any old after noon
That’s the place to propose to mame, the spot for a sunshiny spoon
Make a fan of your steady girl,If you losse her I’ll take all the blame.
In the stand, It’s just grand, as she squeezes your hand, at the baseball game.
Stars of the National Game - 1908
With words by James O’Dea and music by Anna Caldwell this song was written in
1908. The lyrics speak of the greatness of the game of baseball of its stars – mentioning
Wagner, Young, Cobb and others. There is an 8 bar intro followed by the verse which is
first 8 bars, then a section that is 16 bars long which leads to the chorus. The chorus is in
two 8 bar phrases repeated to the fine (ending). The melody is easily remembered which is
what a composer strives for in a melody. The harmonies are traditional and do not go far
from the key center. It seems a typical melody that might remind you of some of the more
famous songs of the era such as “Hello My Baby.” The tempo is marked lively.
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Verse:
If I’m some what hanky-panky o’er a game that’s strictly Yankee
When I have explained myself. You’ll blame me not at all.
We as barefoot kids have played it, and the fact should be paraded,
There is nothing in it with our own baseball.
I’m as dippy and as daffy, as a daffodil in May
When the heroes of the diamond come upon the field of play.
Chorus
Then it’s hats off to Old Mike Denlim, to Wagner, Lajoie and Cobb
Don’t forget Hal chase and Foxy Mister chance
Who are always on the job
Good old Cy Young we root for
And fielder Jones the same
And we hold first place in our Yankee hearts,
For the Stars of the National Game.
One-A Strike - 1908
Written in 1908 by Arthur Longbrake it followed the previous year’s baseball song
he wrote entitled “Brother Noah Gave Out Checks For Rain.” The song begins with a 4 bar
intro and the rhythm Is more complicated then many of the previous baseball songs which
are more folk like in rhythm and melody.
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Longbrake used different Bible analogies in ‘Noah’ but no Negro dialect. In ‘One-a
Strike’ he uses a common Italian dialect and we have a description of an Italian baseball
game. It has an 18 bar verse followed by a chorus of an 8 bars. The harmonies are
traditional ones seldom leaving the chords of D minor. After the intro and before the verse
there is a bar marked ‘vamp.’ This song was most probably used in vaudeville as vamps
were used to set up the performer for his routine. It is marked moderato.
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Verse:
Spargenia, very biga da sport, to a ball, a game went one day.
Toucha da gang from Chinatown and da Macadarons play,
Da boss of da game, da jumpier man, justa getta very sick
Dey aska some body taka his place
Spargenia raise up quick;
Sparagenia psuha da chest way out as he maka da cry “play ball,”
Felt justa lika da Ping Pong Morg on a street dey calla da Wall.
Da pitch, biga da hand like da bunch of banan;
Just a taka da ball lika dis,
And maka da shoot at da batter man
A curve dey call a da spitz,
Da ball wenta mucha too high
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But dey heard Spargenia cry:
Chorus:
One-a strike but he never maka more da speech,
One-a strike da crowd justa leava their seats,Dey calla Spargenia one-a big sun of a
gun.
Likea da fat calf son he makea da one home run.burn a da eye when he maka da cry
One-a strike.
The Glory of the Cubs - 1908
This is another song about the 1908 Cubs; the Cubs of Tinker to Evers to Chance.
The most interesting thing is the composer. Arthur Marshall (1882-1968) was a boyhood
friend of the famous Scott Joplin and was one of the major figures in early ragtime. He cocomposed such ragtime classics as “Swipsy” and the famous “The Entertainer” (Know as
the “Sting” by our generation). Marshall was with McCabe’s Minstrels from 1901 to 1904.
While he was mostly in St. Louis from 1904 to 1917, it was while in Chicago in 1908 that
he wrote this song.
The song begins with an 8 bar intro and a verse of 32 bars. The chorus is 32 bars in
length. Known as a ragtime piano composer we do find the use of the Cakewalk rhythm
(short, long, short) It was written during the ‘heyday’ of American ragtime (1899 to 1915).
The melody is of a small contour and the harmonies are traditional. It is marked moderato.
Today’s Cub fans should know about this song and how great the cubs were in 1908
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.
Verse:
Fans, I have a song to sing I wish to sing to you
Will suit the president Murphy and will suit the manager too
It’s about the baseball nationals and not of other clubs
But about the Giants and Pirates and about the champion Cubs,
I’m going to tell you of one thing that makes the Pirates frown
Is when they have to play the Cubs and face that pitcher Brown.
But Pfiester’s is the only man that makes the Giants tame
Ever since he beat them in that nineteen to nothing game.
Chorus:
That’s why I’m going to sing this song to you
For I know it is true
The Cubs have won the champion game,
Won it fair I declare no one is to blame,
The crowds are cheering them with joy and glee
Each heart as happy as can be,
But now the season is over they have laid down their clubs
It’s the glory of the Cubs.
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Between You and Me - 1908
Written in the championship season of 1908 by two of the famous combo ‘Tinkers
to Evers to Chance,’ Evers and Tinker are credited with writing what is described on the
cover as ‘the catch’ of the season’ – which is the song “Between You and Me.” It is said
that Evers and Tinker seldom spoke to each other and actually had some fights in the
clubhouse, but are credited with writing this song in 1908. Strangely it is a song about love.
You would think that Chance would also be in the works for joining the duo for the song.
Evers (5’9” and 125 lbs.) was a high strung argumentative man, very small in statue and
suffered a nervous breakdown in 1911. It was he that is noted for the Merkle put out.
Chance (6’, 190 lbs.) suffered a near-fatal beaning the same year. Tinker was5’9” and 175
lbs. and really had a very short playing career.
The song begins with a 4 bar intro; the verse is 8 bars in Common 4/4 meter. The
chorus changes to waltz ¾ meter and is 32 bars long. In their bios there is no indication that
together they published a love song. The words of the chorus are ‘mushy’ and knowing
what we know about the relationship between the two players it may be a paradox. The
piano sheet music has a picture of the two with their signatures. The waltz melody, a very
pleasant melody, is used only in the chorus. The verse is in common time 4/4, and the
tempo is marked moderato. The chorus being in waltz meter is marked ‘waltz lento.’ Lento
is the musical term for a very slow tempo and seems wrong for a waltz which is played at
least in an andante tempo.
Tinker was the shortstop, Evers the second baseman and Chance the first baseman.
This combo played only a few seasons together and the trio was made famous by the
Franklin P. Adams poem “Baseball’s Sad Lexicon” which appeared in the July 18th, 1910
in the New York Evening Mail:
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Intro:
“Tinker, to Evers to Chance.”
Trio of bear cubs, and fleeter than birds,
Tinker and Evers and Chance
Ruthlessly pricking our gonfalon bubble,
Making a Giant hit into a doubleWords that are heavy with nothing but trouble:
“Tinker to Evers to chance.”
Verse:
Two lovers stroll together, two lovers hand in hand,
Both make a play and steal away,
Down to the moonlit strand;
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He has the same old story he makes it sound so new,
Then in her ear, he whispers, dear,
I’ve something to say to you.
Chorus:
Between you and me, can’t you see
What a beautiful life this will be
For you know that you loved by somebody you love,
And it’s nobody else but me.
Between you and me you’ll agree
We’re not children in love’s A.B.C.
Just a touch of the hand, and we both understand
There’s no secret between you and me
Hoo-oo! – 1908
Written by Herbert Ingraham it is in waltz ¾ meter. The intro for the first 8 bars is a
takeoff on the song’s chorus. It is followed by a 4 bar rhythmic intro that leads into the
verse of 32 bars. The chorus is also 32 bars long. The harmonies and mostly within the
keys and the melody is a nice waltz and has a characteristic rhythm beginning in the
chorus. The tempo is marked valse moderato very rhythmic especially in the chorus. The
lyrics do not mention baseball but it is included as a baseball song probably because of its
cover. It shows a boy looking out a window on a group of kids, one holding a baseball bat.
This scene brings back deja vue as I had to practice piano before I could go out and play
ball with the other kids. I played baseball and piano – when my knee gave out baseball was
over for me as a player and I became a musician. Go Angels!
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Verse:
Softly the twilight is stealing, seven o’clock bells are pealing,
Johnnie with mamma is pleading, “Please may I go and play?”
“No dear, it’s nearly your bed time;
Tho late for raising old Ned time.”
Johnnie’ tears soon were a falling,
When he heard his playmates calling,
Chorus:
Hoo-oo, Hoo-oo, Hoo-oo Ain’t you coming out tonight?
Hoo-oo, Hoo-oo, Hoo-oo, We’ll have lots of fun all right!
Hooo-oo, Hoo-oo, Hoo-oo, the big moon is shining bright,
We’ll play ‘Hide and Seek’ and who’s it mustn’t peck,
Hoo-oo, Hoo-oo, Hoo-oo.
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Baseball - 1908
Written in 1908 by Harry Smith and Will Pratt it is another baseball song in waltz ¾
time. There is an 8 bar intro followed by 4 bars of rhythm which acts as a vamp. The verse
is 32 bars long as is the chorus. It is a song written to express the composer’s love of the
game of baseball. In waltz time it is marked moderato in tempo. In the very first line we
read about a band playing at a baseball game. Today we have some ball parks that have
small bands but unfortunately most don’t use bands anymore. Bands and baseball were
connected almost from the beginning as you will see when you read the latter part of this
book about early times around New Orleans. (no sheet music cover)

Verse:
On afternoons when the band plays sweet tunes at a baseball game;
There’s where you’ll find me, with care left behind me.
At a game of fame; when the bleachers are groaning with crowds.
And the yells split the air to the clouds.
Tho’ the umpire is shocking, the crowds does the knocking.
I like the game and the name just the same.
For it’s:
Chorus:
Baseball, baseball, good old American game.
Baseball, baseball, there’s some hope of winning
Keep on just the same, and all play baseball, baseball
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Don’t let the crowd do it all
Send a hit down the line, it will break up the nine,
It is all in the game of baseball.
The Baseball Man for Me - 1909
Written by Oralie List in 1909, the song begins with a 4 bar intro and a 2 bar vamp.
The verse is 16 bars and the chorus also 16 bars long. The melody is a catchy one –
especially the chorus which has some syncopation that makes a very rhythmic melodic
effort. The harmonies are within the key and do go between the major (G) and the relative
minor (E minor). It is marked moderato. The chorus is marked ‘a little slower.’ In this era
baseball was ‘the’ sport in America. Football and basketball did not have professional
leagues as baseball - gosh – I can even remember when the first pro basketball league was
formed and then I was a fan of the Washington Capitals Basketball team. So baseball
players were the athletics and in those days they had to be tough to play the game as it was
then, much rougher then today. Do we have a modern Cobb playing today?
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Verse:
Of men in this wide world of ours, I like the best of all,
The man who joins a big league team, and really does play ball.
I’ve searched the whole United States from Frisco to New York
And found no finer men than those who on the ‘diamond’ work.
Chorus:
Oh, the baseball man for me, the baseball man for me
He’s a jolly good fellow with no streak of yellow,
He’ sturdy and strong and free
Oh, he’s built on a generous plan, this rollicking baseball man.
I’ll take and I’ll root for the baseball man.
Let’s Get the Umpire’s Goat - 1909
Written in 1909, the authors – Jack Norworth, is most famous for being the lyricist
of the famous song “Take me Out to the Ball Game,” written a year earlier and had become
the most successful baseball song. This endeavor, written with his then wife Nora Bayes, a
famous vaudeville singer, never has gotten the attention that his most famous song has
continued to have. From the lyrics one can see the passion the fans of the early 20th century
had for the game and we know that (think) they really didn’t want the umpire to die as
Evers once was quoted as saying. The harmonies are traditional and the melodic line is folk
like with a small range for a singer. It begins with an 8 bar intro, and is in two sections. It is
waltz meter and sang in the waltz tempo.
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Verse:
Young Jimmy Croker was clerk for a broker
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To be a good clerk was his aim
When the ball season started, then Jim was light-hearted
For baseball was Jim’s middle name.
To his boss he would say “My poor Aunt died to day
So his boss said, “For heaven’s sake, go!
Then he hiked to the bleachers with six other screeches,
And yell if the game was too slow.
Chorus:
Let’s get the Umpire’s goat, goat, goat.
Let’s make him go up in the air
We’ll yell, oh you robber! Go somewhere and die
Back to the bush You’ve got mud in your eye.
Oh, what an awful decision!
Why don’t you put spectacles on?
Let’s holler like sin, and then our side will win,
When the umpire’s nanny is gone.
He’s a Fan, Fan, Fan! - 1909
Written by Cecil Lean and Florence Holbroook in 1909 the song is about a baseball
fan, who works in an office in the winter snow but when the summer comes he is at the
baseball game. It begins with an 8 bar intro, followed by a two bar vamp. The verse is16
bars and followed by a chorus of 16 bars. The harmonies are traditional and the melody is
simple and folk like. It is marked in a lively tempo ‘allegro moderato.’ In the third verse
Tinker is up and the situation is the same as in the ninth inning of game 7 in the 2006
National League championship game. He makes the needed hit and his fans go home
happy.
The song was from the Broadway musical “Bright Eyes.” The show was about two
lovers, both on the stage and were fired when found out they were married. The show ran
for only 40 performances. (no sheet music cover)
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Verse:
At a ball game you will see him,
Perched upon the bleacher high,
Where the sun beats down upon his brain,
There’s a wild look in his eye.
When he came in thro’ the gate,
He had a mild and modest air;
When the bell rang, “play ball”
He jumped upon his chair.
Chorus:
That’s the talk of the fan at the ball game, boys
That’s the talk of the man who knows,
He goes off his dip in the summertime,
But he is all-right when it snows;
Around his home and the office, boys,
He’s a haughty bus’ness man,
But when he gets to a ball game, boys,
He’s a Fan, Fan, Fan!
The Grand Old Game - 1909
Written in 1909 by F. A. Thole, we find an 8 bar intro with a 4 bar vamp. The verse
follows and is a length of 32 bars with a chorus of 32 bars. It is in waltz time – ¾. The
harmonies are traditional and the melody is as charming as a Strauss waltz. The song tells
of how baseball is a part of American culture. The tempo is marked ‘tempo di valse.’
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Verse:
How happy we are in the summer, when all is bright and gay
We take a run out to the ball park to see the home team play.
And when all the bases are loaded, our favorite comes to bat,
And breaks up the game with a homer
Well, what do you know about that.
Chorus:
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Base ball, base ball, ever exciting, always inviting.
There’s nothing so near to America’s heart
As the good old game.
Base ball, base ball, our team is winning
The pennant bringing,
So take off your hats and give a loud cheer
For the grand old game.
Base Ball, Game of Love - 1909
Written by Arthur Longbrake (a name we have written about in other baseball
songs) and Edith Barrier in 1909, the song contains an intro of 4 bars. The verse is 16 bars
long with a chorus also of 16 bars. The contour of the melody is small and the harmonies
are mostly traditional. This is another baseball analogy, this time baseball and love. It is
marked in a moderato tempo. The lyrics use analogies. There are many analogies using
baseball lingo. Just a few examples: “I can’t get to first base with you,” and “I struck out
with you, ” and so many more.
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Verse:
When first I gaz’d into your eyes
Your image made a home run to my heart.
I tried to tag the feeling which into my heart was stealing.
But it had too great a start;
I thought ‘twas just a base hit that you made,
And you’d be caught in stealing second base.
But you went the whole way ‘round and very soon,
I found, there was going to be a real live pennant race.
Chorus:
I was on first and you on second,
Cupid held the third base down.
He coax’d me to lead off and catch you
But you saw me start I found;
And as we two reach’d third together, Cupid gave us such a shove,
That we both slid for the home plate, in our baseball game of love,
Hurray for our Base Ball Team - 1909
Written in 1909 by Fred Roegge and Bertie Randall. The song was dedicated to
both the American and National League with the 3rd verse mentioning the names of players
with the phrase: “Cleveland stands by Larry; Pittsburg by Wagner, New York roots for
Muggsy, in Boston Lake brings cheers, Jennings leads the Tigers, in Washington Dear Joe,
Rube Wadell for old St. Louis, and in Cincinnati Griffith’s true. The song begins with the
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traditional 8 bars of introduction into a vamp (“till ready”). The song has two sections (the
verse and the chorus). When sung by a performer in vaudeville there would be baseball
fans from many different clubs and cities and so he must mention all the great players and
teams. I am sure as he sings their name there is a cheer from a portion of the audience
favoring that player or team. The song is in a march tempo.
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Verse:
Where’s the crowd all going, ev’ry one so glad.
Ev’ry body’s happy, Can’t find one that’s sad.
Street cars they’re all crowded. Shouting (local team) name
Oh! I know just where they’ll go,
Street car signs they tell me so,
Direct to the Base Ball Game
The girls all say we’ll win today
Oh do you think we’ll wind – (spoken) Why sure!
Chorus:
Oh it’s the Base Ball Base Ball game that sets the nations heart a flame
Take your girlie along and root, root, good and strong
We’ll win and that’s no dream, if you’re a real live Base Ball fan.
And love the best game in the land
Then root and yell and cheer, so we’ll get that pennant here,
hurray for our Base Ball Team.
Base Ball Brains - 1909
Written in 1909 by Heinbockell and Paulson, the lyrics of the song relate what
many fans think – that baseball is a thinking man’s game. Thus the title “Base Ball Brains.
The last line of verse 4 says it all: “The bench will win that has the brains.” One of the
great things about baseball is the fan has his own opinion of how a certain play should have
been played. During the 7th game of the NLCS, there were men on 1 and 2nd, the home
team 2 runs behind and no outs. The ;next man up I felt should have bunted the 2 men on
base to 2nd and 3rd and then bring up the heavy hitter Lloyd up with the winning runs in
scoring position. But the manager brought up Lloyd and the game was lost. I would have
sent up a bunter and then Lloyd with just one out. Maybe I should insert my phone number
in case they want me to be the new manager. The tempo is marked moderato.
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Verse:
By the players bench there lay, on a diamond one fine day,
A baseball in gown of white, just by her side there sat,
Herbal then said the bat, won’t you tell me where I’m at,
Why do you tease me when we play?
When I’m standing at the plate
In the batter’s hands I wait
Why do you dodge and run away?
Chorus:
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Base Ball Brains, shoot ‘em over Kid it wins the games
Just hang it on the ball, and put it to the bat,
You players of great names;
Hit the horsehide oh you champs
On the glad rag glue your lamps,
The bat, the ball, just make ‘em fall,
Get wise to base ball brains.
Come On Play Ball With Me Dearie - 1909
Written by Edward Madden and the famous vaudevillian Gus Edwards in 1909.
This song seems to be about a ‘loose’ girl trying to attract a man. Her advances are given in
the vernacular in baseball slang. By the way the word ‘copyphee' used in the lyrics is a
ballet dancer in a small group I think it was depicting the popular saloon scene in a western
movie as a group of girls dance on the stage of a smoked filled main room of the local
saloon. (I had to look it up too) There is an 8 bar intro with a two bar vamp – making this
more of a number done by a performer on stage. It has two parts using traditional harmony
and more of a folk like melodic structure. This is another baseball waltz song and should be
played in a tempo di valse. It also is marked ‘rubato,’ a musical term that means a loose
rhythm not a strict march type rhythm.
The composer, Gus Edwards (1879-1945) was one of the biggest stars in vaudeville
and show business. In his show, “The Star Maker” he founded and gave a start to: Walter
Winchell, Eddie Cantor, the Marx Brothers, Ray Bolger, Sally Rand and George Jessel
among others. His life was made into a movie in 1939 - “The Star Maker” that starred Bing
Crosby. Edward wrote Broadway musical and music for a number of movies. Among the
many songs he wrote are “By the Light of the Silvery Moon,” “In My Merry Oldsmobile,”
and “School Days.” His show was the equivalent of today’s show “American Idol.”
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Verse:
Sweet Mamie Magee was a young coryphée
And she danced in the chorus by night.
But Mamie by day was a ‘fan’ in her way
For a ball game was Mamie’s delight.
She’d root through a game and then
Send in her name
And invite them all down to her show;
She’d sing to the nine that could buy the most wine
This refrain in a shrill tremolo
Chorus:
Come on play ball with me dearie
I’ll ‘catch’ what ever you ‘throw,
I know lots of places where we can ‘run bases’
If you’ll only wait for me after the show.
We won’t ‘run home’ till you’re weary
You’ll like my ‘curves’ never fear
My heart is on fire, when cupids’ umpire,
Come on, come on, play ball with me dear.
Base Ball Ditties – 1909 (a collection of songs)
In 1909 C. P. MacDonald (Lyrics) and Al W. Brown (music) put together a
collection of 6 songs about baseball. This is the only collection of songs in a folio that I
know off.
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Those Grand Old Words “Play Ball - 1909
The song, written in 1909 by McDonald and Al. W. Brown, it begins with a two bar
intro. The verse is16 bars long followed by the chorus also of 16 bars. The verse begins in
4/4 meter and changes to 2/4 meter in the chorus. The harmonies are simple and the melody
is song like – a typical song style of the era. It is listed as a ballad and to be sung in an
Andante moderato tempo.
The lyrics tell of a fan who for some reason cannot make it to the ball game and he
moans about what he will miss. One of the things is ‘a side wheel artist pitch.’ That
expression I guess is a pitcher who throws side arm.
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Verse:
You ask me why I’m morbid, sad and lonely,
You wonder why the skies for me ain’t blue
My answer is: I’d give a farm to only
Be out there on the bleachers pal, with you
Sit there today and open up and holler
Stand up and wave my hat and yell and cream
Turn to some guy and beta hard earn dollar
Because he’s rooting for the other team.
Chorus:
Oh gee! I’m blue! Don’t know what to do
There ain’t no place a good ball fan can go at all
I yearn night and day to see them play
I want to hear those grand old words “Play Ball.”
There is a Glory That Lasts But A Day - 1909
This is the 2nd song in the collection. It was written by McDonald and Al. Brown.
There is a 4 bar intro, a vamp of 2 bars (which seems to be in there as a vehicle for a
vaudeville routine The verse is 20 bars with a similar melodic line that is repeated for the
first 6 bars of the two sections followed by a new melodic line; the last 4 bars acting like an
extension before the presentation of the chorus of two, 16 bar sections, the second section
using the first 4 bars of the melody and is followed by a different melody. The 2nd section
of the chorus is new for 8 bars then returning to a repeat of the melody for 2 bars and then
adding a new melodic direction to the fine. The harmonies are more progressive and the
melody uses some chromatics but stay well within the key of G Major. It is mark “Marcia”
Written in the ‘hey’ day of ragtime, the melody uses the characteristic cakewalk
rhythm, the intro in 2/4 using the cakewalk rhythm; the vamp and verse are in 4/4 meter
and the chorus returning to the 2/4 meter using the cakewalk rhythm (short, long short) in
22 of the 32 bars. Ragtime style is really seen throughout the complete piece – also in the
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intro, the vamp and both the verse and chorus. The song is a sermon on how to be a good
baseball fan, a lesson that could be learned by some of today’s fans. (no sheet music cover)

Verse:
You who find fault when a fumble is made,
You who are netted because you complain
Always deploring the way they have played
List to this unsympathetic refrain;
Be optimistic and don’t count the cost,
Cheer them no matter how poorly they play
If they have won a game, if they have lost,
Theirs is a glory that lasts but a day.
So chip right in and shout, Old pal
Just seek ‘em out.
Chorus:
For why moan and groan when the pitcher is bad
When he can’t put them right over the plate
Costs you but little to make him feel glad,
Help him by praising when ever you can:
Root for each one of them, Cheer them along,
Be with the team though one sided the fray;
Be a good loser and warble a song,
For theirs is a glory that lasts but a day
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I sure love this sweetheart of mine.
In Wise King Solly’s Days – 1909
The 3rd song uses as a theme ‘Solly never had a baseball team’ we find a 6 bar intro,
a verse of 16 bars, followed by a chorus of 16 bars. The harmony is simple traditional
harmony and a fairly common melody. The tempo is allegretto.
It must have been boring to live in King Solomon’s reign. No baseball, no cracker
Jacks nor Good old Dodger dogs and probably no beer. The comparison of Solly to an
umpire is interesting as he is known for his wise judgments. It’s a wonder that umpires are
not named Solomon – or maybe not.

Verse:
They never had a baseball team in wise king Solly’s days,
Nor of a pennant did they dream in wise king Solly’s days
No double header did they see nor chased an umpire
Up a tree for life was peace and harmony in wise king Solly’s days.
Chorus:
Oh Solly, happy Solly, how you ever could be jolly
Is a question that has got us up a stump.
With a thousand scrapping ladies life was very much like Hades,
But we bet you made a record as an ump.
Root, Root, Root - 1909
This is a pep song for your baseball team, the 4th in the collection that is written by
the team of McDonald and Brown, which is very much in line with their other composition
“Theirs is a Glory that last but a Day.”
There is a 4 bar intro, a 16 bar verse, and a 16 bar chorus. The harmonies are
tradition and the melody is a simple one. There is no tempo marking and probably should
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be sung in a march tempo. The lesson in the lyrics is to keep rooting for your team and
never give u p hope for a win.

Verse:
Though perhaps; the game is lost, Root, Root, Root
Till the final ball is tossed, Root, Root, Root
Do your best to help the cause along
When you see the boys are going wrong,
Chirp right up and sing a little song and Root, Root, Root
Chorus:
Root, Root, Never let it worry you but be a loyal fan.
When your team is in a flurry you should do the best you can.
When some other fellow moans and jaws
You just yell and hoot
Chip right in and give them kind applause and
Root, Root, Root.
This Sweetheart of Mine - 1909
The 5th song about baseball by McDonald and Brown. This one is in waltz time. After an 8
bar intro the verse and chorus both contain 32 bars. Again the pair has written a song about
how great the game of baseball is in the eyes of a guy that has a baseball fan for a
girlfriend. This girl friend knows all the jargon of the game and even can keep a good score
card. It shows that in this era the heroes of America were the major league baseball players.
The meter is ¾ - waltz time and both the harmony and melodic contour are traditional in
scope. There are some allegories used in the lyrics as: “She’s made a home run with me.”
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Verse:
This sweetheart of mine is as up to date lady,
As wise to the slang as can be;
Bedecked in fine clothes and a soupturrees cady
She’s surely a sight fair to see
She yells to the batter “Now son, swat a single
Just wallop the ball a good clout
And then when he dies on a poorly placed single,
She cries “Why the mutt has gone out.
Chorus:
This sweetheart of mine has the jargon that jingles,
She’s there with the “kill it, old pard!”
She knows the first name of the gents in the spangled,
And cries “Sock it out of the yard!”
She made a home run with me from the beginning,
My tallies to her I resign
Day in and day out, ev’ry game she’s been winning
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Baseball Fans – 1909
The 6th and final song of the collection begins with an 8 bar intro, a verse of two,
16 bar sections that repeat the first 8 bars followed by a new melodic pattern leading to a
chorus of two, 16 bar sections, each with a different melodic pattern. The harmonies
progress normally with the last 10 bars a series harmonic progressions of the dominant 7th
going fro E7,A7,D7, G7, C, D7, G7 and C. 9 In music called a cycle of 5ths.

Verse:
Hear them in the bleachers as they root and cry and shout,
Cheering for each player on the team.
Yelling to the other pitcher “Some one take him out”
As a pitcher you’re an awful scream
Jollying the home boys as they come up to the plate.
Yelping with delight at ev’ry play.
“Old man, ain’t it fine? Come on now get in line
Wave your hat and holler ‘hip hooray!”
Chorus:
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They are fans enthusiastic
As they yell to the batter “sting that ball”
Play by play they cry out with throats elastic
To the ump “Oh, he wasn’t out at all:
Strike! Roars the man in blue undaunted
“Kill him!” cries the bunch of artisans
Hully gee, the man is wrong,
He’s been against us all along!
The rooting, hooting, tooting baseball Fans.
Banshee - 1909
The song is a take off with an allegory of real pirates and the Pirates of Hans
Wagner, who is mentioned at the end of the third verse and is the only reference to
baseball. The melody is by Neil Moret (Charles Daniels), born in Leavenworth, Kansas in
1878 and was the composer of such popular song hits as: “Hiawatha,” “You Tell Me Your
Dream,” “Mickey,” “Moonlight and Roses,” “Chloe,” “She’s Funny That Way, “Sweet and
Lovely” and “Indian Summer.” The melody to Banshee is traditional in two 16 bar sections
and the harmony is the mostly traditional I, IV V progression. The song is included in the
stage production “They Loved A Lassie.” The tempo is moderato. By the way, in Irish and
Scottish folklore a Banshee is a spirit whose wailings warn families of an approaching
death.
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Verse:
There is an Irish Ban-shee, on the star-board side
We saw it in the dog-watch when the dog was tied
I think it’s “Dan McGinty” and I’ve got a hunch
His ghost came on the ship when we had Irish stew for lunch.
Chorus:
He is a ghost with an evil eye, evil eye, an evil eye
And he gets the little kids who cry, kids who cry.
So if you’re bad, you had better flee,
Better flee we’d better flee.
To keep away from the wild Banshee the wild Banshee.
Slide, Bill, Slide – 1909
Again we see a fan rooting for a player to get a hit. All Bill has to do to get
Madelaine to marry him is to get a hit. The song was written by John Lowitz and begins
with an 8 bar intro. The verse is 32 as is the chorus. The harmonies are within the key and
the melody, in waltz ¾ time is pleasing as are so many other baseball songs written in ¾
meter. The is marked tempo di valse. It is 20 years since the song “Slide Kelly Slide” was
written.
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Verse:
Madelaine Mooney for baseball was looney,
She’d rush to the game ev’ry day,
She’d root like a rooter if things didn’t suit her
‘Twas awful the things she would say,
Now Bill was her steady, and when he got ready,
To lift up a few to the sky,
She’d yell “Swat it Bill! You’ve got it Bill!
Make a home run or I’ll die.”
Chorus:
“Slide, Bill slide,” Madelaine Mooney cried,
“he score is even it’s two to two, You make this run, and I’ll marry you,
Slide, Bill slide,” Again sweet Madelaine cried,
“Just let ‘er rip Bill, and make a round trip Bill,
And slide, Bill slide.”
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Follow the Crowd to the Ball Game - 1909
A baseball waltz by Paris and Chaplin. There is an 8 bar introduction, followed by a verse
and chorus of 32 bars. It is marked ‘tempo di Valse.’ I think this song would be a good
beginning song for a commercial of a baseball team to bring out their fans. The words seem
like advice to all those that need something to do. Hey, lets go to a ball game.
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Verse:
Some bright summer’s day, when you’re not feeling gay,
And you really don’t know what to do,
You take my advice, and just go where it’s nice,
A place where nobody feels blue.
You put on your hat, any old one at that,
Of your clothes you need not be ashamed.
You go to the street, there a bunch you will meet
So, follow the crowd to the game.
Chorus:
Follow the crowd to the ball game, follow the crowd to the fun;
Sit in the grandstand if you’ve got the money,
If not, on the bleachers beneath the hot sun
There you yell, yell, yell for your favorites,
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Forget ev’ry thing but the game.
All worries and care, you’ll forget while you’re there,
So follow the crowd to the game.
I Want To Go To The Ball Game - 1909
Written in 1909 by McDonald and Al Brown, this song, like so many other popular
songs of the era, is in waltz time. Billy’s girl wants to go to the ball game and get some
popcorn and root for her team. In those days it was a treat for a couple to go to the ball
game, a healthy and wholesome way to spend a day with your date. The song begins with
an 8 bar intro leading to the verse of a 1st section repeated mostly and followed by a section
that leads to the chorus of 32 bars. The tempo is tempo di valse. This was written by Albert
Von Tilzer (“Take Me out to the Ball Game” composer) some 5 years after its publication.
It has the same thought but never gained the popularity of his big hit. Where were those
kinds of girls in my youth? Most women I know hate sports. Hey Mabel, I’ll go with you.
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Verse:
Billy O’Grady and his little lady were sweethearts for many long moons;
When night was falling on her he’d go calling
And warble life’s sweetest of tunes;
He’d say “Tomorrow I’m going to borrow
A V spot and take you some where.”
She’d listen discreetly, then say very sweetly,
With her little lady like air:
Chorus:
I want to go to the ball game,
I’m the fall dame for a ball game
I like to get the crowd going
And root, and hoot, and shout.
I want to go to the pastime,
Have a fast time, like the last time
And yell ‘swat a single, two sacker or bingle,’ but don’t fan out.
Make a Noise like a Fan – 1910
Written in 1910 by Nat Ayer and S. Brown the lyrics give us a perspective from the
view of a ‘fanatic’ fan. It is in ¾ waltz time and the harmonies are simple and the melody
folk-like. The tempo is tempo di valse. Ayer was a British/US composer and wrote a
number of popular songs. The most noted are: “If You were the Only Girl in the World” in
1916, Oh You Beautiful Doll” and the first swing composition the “Texas Tommy” in
1913. He lived from 1887 to 1952.
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Verse:
There’s a fellow I know who’s a plumber.
His full name is Michael McCall.
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All winter he sighs for the summer
For he is a lover of base ball.
He has a seat in the bleachers
You’ll find him there everyday.
When the game gets exciting,
Mike takes off his coat,
Then he stands up and hollers this way.
Chorus:
Come on Root! Root! Root! All that we need is a run
Matty’s on third and there’s only one out!
Everyone yell, like a son of a gun.
Come on Root! Root! Root! Root!
Make all the noise that you can
Now all together, hip, hop, harrah!
Make a noise like a fan.Matty’s on third and there’s only one out!
Everyone yell, like a son of a gun.
Come on Root! Root! Root! Root!
Make all the noise that you can
Now all together, hip, hop, harrah!
Make a noise like a fan.
Little Puff of Smoke, Good-night - 1910
Guy Harris ‘Doc’ White was a major league pitcher/outfielder performing in the
league from 1901 to 1913. His nickname came from the fact that he was a graduate in
dental surgery from Georgetown University. He pitched for the ‘hitless wonder White Sox’
White was a control pitcher having set a major league record of 65 consecutive innings
without issuing a walk. In 1906 he led the AL with a 1.52 ERA and won a league high of
27 in 1907,
At first you might wonder why this song (a non-baseball song) was included. It was
because White was a violinist, balladeer and songwriter. In 1910 he combined with the
famous Ring Lardner to write “A Little Puff of Smoke, Goodnight.” It became a bestseller
in sheet music. ”Ring” Lardner was an author, composer, poet and playwright. For years he
was a sports writer in Chicago. He and white also were the composers of “Gee, It’s a
wonderful Game.” Lardner also wrote “Plantation Blues” in 1919 with Nora Bayes, the
former wife of Jack Norworth, the composer of “Take Me Out To The Ball Game.” There
was a movie made loosely on Bayes life entitled “Shine on Harvest Moon.”
The song begins with a 4 bar intro. The verse is 16 bars long followed by a refrain
of 12 bars. While the melody is more of an arpeggied (chord like) style the harmony is
more advanced then the normal baseball song, due probably to the good musical education
that White possessed. It is a well written piece of music. It is marked andante.
It is sub-titled “A Southern Croon” and has a lullaby like theme and is about a
‘Pickaninny’ a tern used in this era to portray a small Negro baby or young child.
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Verse:
Little colored child, He’s been running wild
Running all the live-long day.
Must be tired out, Must be just about
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Ready now to seek the hay; Manny sits right near
Pickaninny dear nothing’s goin’ to harm him, no
Mammy she, her watch will keep,
While her little boy’s asleep
On his pillow white as snow.
Chorus:
Time to sleep and rest, in your cozy nest,
Time to show those little lids down tight;
Other kids like you, they are sleeping too,
Waiting for tomorrow’s sunshine bright.
When the new dawn breaks, Pickaninny wakes,
Little Puff of smoke, Good-night.
Oh, You Reds - 1910
Written in 1910 by Hayden Hendy it begins with an 8 bar intro followed by a vamp
of 2 bars. The verse is 16 bars long in common time. The chorus is also 16 bars long in 2/4
meter. The melody is folk like with traditional harmony. It is a hurrah song for the
Cincinnati Reds Baseball Team of 1910. It is marked ‘tempo di Marcia.’
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Verse:
Here come the “Reds” the Cincinnati “Reds!”
Just a glimpse and out hearts to them soon weds.
Come on old goodly team we are all for you;
You can whip the Giants, cubs, and the Pirates too.
Chorus:
Oh, you “Reds!” Oh, you vermillion, million!
Oh, you “Reds!” You Cincinnati “Reds!”
When you come up to the pan “Smash” one out far as
You can
Oh, the “Reds” we love to see ahead.
My Old Man is Baseball Mad - 1910
Written in 1910 by Edward Clark it begins with an 8 bar intro. There is no vamp so
this must have been written for public use – a piano in the parlor for example. It is different
as the first part is in ¾ waltz time with the chorus in 2/4. It is in waltz time. Many of us are
glad when the baseball season comes around but maybe not as fanatical as the husband in
the song. But, it always fun to see how these lyricist use baseball slang and situations in
their lyrics. This song about ‘brains’ is not about the technique of the game (as in the 1909
song Baseball Brains,” but the fanatical fan, her husband. AS the lyrics say: “It’s baseball
at sight and it’s baseball all day.”
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Verse:
While most people welcome the summer I fear
I must say I’m sorry that summer is here
With me it’s a case of needles and pins
When summer come ‘round my trouble begins
For as soon as the season of ball games commence,
That husband of mine loses all common sense.
It’s baseball at sight, and it’s baseball all day,
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It’s bingles and singles and crack double plays.
Chorus:
My old man is baseball mad you can see it in his face,
At night in bed, he jumps on my head shouting
Safe on second base.
Then he slides to the left and he slides to the right
And just as I’m beginning to fall asleep
He digs me in the ribs crying,
‘All stretch seventh inning.’
Baseball on the Brains – 1910
The song, by J. T. Nealon and E. E. Hummer is in 6/8 and marked ‘Marcia.’ The
intro is 4 bars followed by a 32 bar verse with the chorus following of16 bars. The
harmony is traditional with the melody a very march like style.
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Verse:
A poor old fan dropped dead one day
While watching a base ball game.
And they found on looking in his hat,
That Pitcher was his name;
When no one claimed his body in the County Morgue it laid
Till the coroner came next afternoon,
And a post mortem was made.
The jury was composed of men, who knew the baseball game
The coroner was an umpire once and well known to local fame
They reached a verdict quickly for the evidence was plain.
And certified that Pitcher died, with baseball on the brain.
Chorus:
His brain was full of two base hits and curves of every kind
Flys and fouls and three big baggers were on the poor fan’s mind.
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Score cards and the book of rules it cert’nly was a strain,
And the jury said that he dropped dead with
Baseball on the Brain.
Back to the Bleachers For Mine - 1910
After writing the hit “Take Me Out to the Ball Game, Albert Von Tilzer began
working with different other lyricists. He had written hits such as “Apple Blossom Time,”
and “Put Your Arms Around Me Honey,” Two years after ‘Ballgame” in 1908, he tried to
recapture the feeling by writing a sequence to ‘Ballgame.’ In 1910 he teamed with Harry
Breen to write “Back to the Bleachers For Mine.” Like many sequels this tune seemed to
miss the mark as has been forgotten for a long time. While the title and subject of baseball
is promising the material inside is really not sufficiently different from his big baseball
song hit, but lacks any real exciting and new ideas. While it is a well written song and
certainly worthy, it suffers by comparison, a mark that has not been equaled nearly a
century later. The lyrics do not seem to have the ‘catch’ words or phrases found in the
original. The song begins with an 8 bar intro, followed by a 4 bar vamp. It then continues,
presenting two section using traditional harmonies and a simple melodic line of music. It is
in triple meter.
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Verse:
Now, Mamie Mcshane loved a good baseball game
And each year she’d wait for them to start,
Her father and mother, her sister and brother
They knew all the players by heart;
She’d drop her crocheting to find out who’s playing
When they went away in the spring,
When Freddie said smillin’, let’s go to the Island,
She’d put on her bonnet and sing:
Chorus:
Back, back, back to the bleachers for mine, for mine.
Back, back, back where the rooters root all the time.
I want to sit where the crowd comes in,
I want to root for our team to win
So it’s back, back, back to the bleachers for mine, mine, mine.
I’m On The Right Side Of The Right Girl At the Right Time
and Place - 1910
The song was written by Rosenfeld and Helf in 1910, it begins with a 4 bar intro
followed by a verse and chorus both of 16 bars. The verse contains the words of baseball –
‘ball game,’ ‘score,’ ‘bat,’ ‘bench,’ ‘third base,’ and ‘home run.’ The chorus has no
reference to baseball but to restating the theme of the title. The harmonies are standard
staying within the key. The melody has some jumps and some dotted notes but easy to sing.
It is marked ‘moderato con moto.’
Helf was a composer of many popular songs and became a music publisher,
publishing a number of hit songs. In 1902 he had published one of his big hits of the day
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“If Money Talks, It Ain’t on Speaking Terms With Me.” It seems to me I’ve heard that
thought before.

Verse:
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Love reminds me of a ball game, you never know just how you’ll score.
When you’re called to the bat, you don’t know where you’re at.
And you’re sent to the bench once more.
I have been as far as third base
That’s as far as I ever got;
It’s a home run this trip. I’ll take care not to slip,
It means winning or losing a lot!
Chorus:
I’m on the right side of the right girl at the right time and place.
Oh! The straight road in a great road when your heart’s in the race.
You know the right way is a bright way when true love sets the pace
I’m on the right side of the right girl at the right time and place.
The Base Ball Team - 1911
Written by Anna Seiffert, supposedly for her boy friend and hero, must have been a
real great baseball player being compared to the list of who’s, who in baseball from the
names listed in the chorus of the song. But love is strange so we’ll accept her judgment.
Most baseball songs are written by men and from the words one can tell that the hero
whose name is not given, I have doubts as to comparing him with those baseball players
named in the song. The feminine touch is seen in the pretty waltz melody of the song. We
find An 8 bar intro and a verse of 32 bars plus a chorus of 32 bars. The harmonies are the
standard ones and the melody’s contour is small; an octave. There is an 8 bar intro and a
verse of 32 bars and a chorus of 32 bars. It is in waltz time with a charming melody and the
traditional chord progressions used. It is marked Valse Moderato.
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]
They’re All Good American Names - 1911
This song is in march time in 2/4 meter. It begins with a 4 bar intro followed by two
bars of a vamp. The verse is 16 bars long and the chorus, 24 bars long. With the mentioning
a numerous names it reminds one of the Johnny Cash song “I’ve Been Everywhere.” The
harmonies are traditional chords found in Bb major and the melody is a good march tune.
When sung in vaudeville it was a big hit although most of the names had their origin not in
America but in Ireland, Scotland, etc.
Jean Schwartz, the composer of the music was a very well known and respected
composer of both Broadway shows and movies. Some of most popular songs include:
“Rock-a Bye Your Baby to a Dixie melody,” “Chinatown, My Chinatown,” “Is Everybody
Happy,” “Trust in Me,” and “Rose of Washington Square.” He was born in Budapest,
Hungary in 1878 and died in 1956.The tempo is marked Marcia.
Verse:
My beau belongs to a baseball team
A bright and pretty chap
His face you always see it beam
When he works at the bat
For he’s a player number one
Like Christy Mathewson
When e’er he can he’ll steal a run
To beat the Rustle son.
Chorus:
Hans Wagner, Meyers, Johnson, Chase, Chance and Matherson,
Ty Cobb, Marquard, Joe Jackson, are all good baseball men,
McGraw, Con Mack, Mike Denlin, their glory we will sing;
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But none can beat my honey, when he the bat does swing.
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Verse:
I love my dear old Yankeeland, the land where hearts are free,
I love those good old Yankee names that fought for liberty,
The Men who lead the world today in all athletic games,
Are brawny sons of Uncle Sam, with good old Yankee names.
Chorus:
Brady and O’Toole, Dooin and McCool
McInerny and McBarney, Harrigan, McVey and Kearney,
Rafferty and Breen, McCurdy and McQueen
Rooney, Cooney, Mooney, men of fame.
Hogan Ryan and Mcran, Hennessey and George Cohan
They’re all good American names.
Remember Me to My Old Gal - 1911
This song was written in 1911 with words by George Moriarity (captain of the
Detroit Base-Ball Team) and music by Brown & Walsh. As depicted on the sheet music
cover, the song was ‘successfully’ introduced by ‘those three great ball players’ Chief
Bender, Coombs and Morgan (the Heroes of the World’s Series), again using their
notoriety for their benefit. It’s just a typical love song and has nothing to do with baseball.
It is in march time.
As to the three players and Moriarty, the Captain of the Detroit team:
George Moriarty
Moriarty spent 50 years in baseball and is the only one to hold all 4 positions in
baseball-player coach, manager and scout. He was a tough player and noted more for his
base stealing than his bat, stealing home 11 times in his career. Upon retiring he became a
fiery umpire, even having fights with some of the players – but umpired for 22 years in the
American League. One of the most famous remarks to Moriarty came from Jimmy Dykes:
Moriarty called a third strike on Dykes, who then asked: “How do you spell your name?”
Moriarty spelled it out. “That’s what I thoughts,” said Dykes. “Only one ‘I’.”
As to Moriarty’s toughness there is a quote by Charlie Gehringer: “Moriarty took
over as manager from Cobb and he hated Cobb’s guts, but Moriarty was one guy Cobb
would never challenge because Moriarty was a touch cookie.” After one fight Moriarty
ended up in the hospital.
Jack Coombs
Coombs was a star pitcher for the Phil. A’s and once pitched 24 straight innings and
set an AL record with 13 shutouts in 1910 with his 31 victories leading the league. After
retiring Coombs became the baseball coach at Duke Univ. Coombs had a 159-110 record
while in the big leagues and an earned run record of 2.78 in 2320 innings pitched.
Cy Morgan
Morgan, known as a spitballer was acquired by the A’s to help win the 1910-1911
World Series, but was not used as the A’s had Coombs, Plank and Bender on the staff. He
had an ERA of 2.51 during his career. Why his picture was on the cover with Coombs and
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Bender is not known and the only reason for him (along with Coombs and Bender) was that
he was on the A’s winning team in the 1910-11 seasons.
“Chief” Bender
Bender was a Chippewa Indian and a hall of fame pitcher, throwing for Connie
Mack’s A’s from 1903 to 1914. Although he pitched for a few other teams his time with
the A’s produced 5 AL Championships and 3 World Series wins. Bender had a reputation
as one of the nation’s top Trap shooters.
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Verse:
So you’re going back where fields are green,
And skies are always blue.
Well if I could have my wish tonight
I’d be going back there too
And some fine day I’ll go back to stay
But I can’t return just yet
While you’re ming’ling with the dear old friends
There’s one thing you must not forget
Refrain:
Remember me to my old gal, nay a good word for me,
My hearts in Illinois
Just say I have a million friends
But not one like my old gal
Give my love to sister Sue,
Cheer the old folks if they’re blue
But pal, what ever you may do
Remember me to my old gal.
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We’re Going To See A Baseball Game – 1911
This song, written in 1911 by Capwell and Mahony is reality a cakewalk.
Cakewalks were popular from 1899 to about 1908. The rhythm continued to be used by
what was then became known as ragtime, mostly using southern and Negro subjects. This
is a song that uses the cakewalk rhythm as a baseball song, quite unusual. It has an 8 bar
intro and a vamp of 2 bars. The verse and chorus are both 32 bars long. The harmonies are
within the key and are traditional. The lyrics tell about the excitement of going to a ball
game, a feeling that we all know, especially as a young boy going to a major league ball
game. It is marked ‘marcia’ which is near the tempo of all cakewalks.
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Verse:
Jimmy and Willie were bank cashiers
Worked til there ev’ry day
When work was done to the game they’d run
To see the old home team play.
They would hop onto a trolley car
Crowded with no room to stand
But they’d squeeze in and then they’d begin
Singing to beat the band
Chorus:
Hooray, Hooray! We’re all on our way
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We’re going to see a baseball game
Hooray, Hooray! We don’t care what we pay
But we’ll get a seat just the same.
We’ll root and we’ll shout ‘till the last man is out
We know ev’ry player by name.
Hooray, Hooray! We’re all on our way, we’re going
To see a baseball game.
I Can’t Miss That Ball Game - 1911
Written by George Moriarty (the captain of the Detroit Baseball team in 1911) and
Joe Cooper, one can remember the ‘old’ days when young boys could find a knothole in the
local baseball park’s fence and watch the game. Baseball seems to be able to bridge any
gap between long ago and the present day. Many things have changed but it still takes 4
balls to reach first base. When you hear this song it makes you feel like you’re young
again. It is marked ‘Marcia.’
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Verse:
Now Jimmy Jones, the teacher said, you lied just yesterday
You told me that your ma was ill, and home you’d have to stay
But you went to the game instead
And just because you lied
Just take your slate and rule,
And stay in after school
Then Jimmy sobbed and cried:
Chorus:
I can’t miss that ballgame; Gee whiz it’s going to be immense!
When the clock strikes three, I ought to be
Looking thro’ the knothole in the fence.
If you let me go today, I’ll never break an other rule,
You can spank me till I’m lame
For I just can’t miss that game,
So please don’t keep me after school.
The Baseball Glide - 1911
Written by Harry Von Tilzer, the composer of the song hit “A Bird in a Gilded
Cage” in 1900, and brother of Albert, wrote the ‘Glide’ in 1911 with words by A. B.
Sterling. Sorry, but the words seem forced and the working of words to baseball phrases
and terms just doesn’t seem to work. There are some innuendos concerning strikes, home
runs and the bases. The lyrics depict dance steps and routines. We see reference to
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‘Hezekiah’ who was, according to the Bible, was the King of Judah circa 71115-6686 BC.
He sought to abolish idolatry and restore worship of Yahweh (The Jewish God). I’m not
sure why his name is used! There is a 4 bar intro followed by a 2 bar vamp, followed by
two sections of music. It is marked moderato. There is a 4 bar intro followed by a 2 bar
vamp. The verse is 20 bar long and a chorus also of 20 bars. It is marked moderato.
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Verse:
Hear that band, Heze kiah prays
In the stand, striking up a tune
Ain’t it grand? Makes you want to spoon
Fly up, high up, way up to the moon
That’s the base ball glide.
It’s a riot, I can’t keep quiet
I want to try in. That’s my fancy
I feel so daney, honey come on right now
Let’s go through it babe, Can’t you do it babe?
Listen and I’ll tell you how.
Chorus:
When you hear em call ‘take your place,’
Then you hit the ball, take your base
Down to ‘First’ you glide, by your baby’s side
Make a dash for ‘second’ honey, Slide, slide, slide!
When you’re stealing ‘third’ steal a kiss
Lordy, oh Lordy, I’m chock full of bliss
One strike, two strikes Oh!
Honey, honey hear me shout and hold me tight
I’m striking out ‘Where’s the ball hon?
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Made a ‘home run’, that’s the lovin’ base ball glide
The Base Ball Boy – 1911
This piece, written in 1911 by Waltz and Jerreld is marked a Schottische-a popular
dance of the early 20th century in America. The song has a 4 bar intro, followed by a verse
of 16 and a chorus of 8 bars. The harmonies are the standard one found in a key and the
rhythm is a typical schottische rhythm. The tempo is marked ‘tempo di Schottische.’ The
lyrics glorify (justly) the baseball person. Most fathers of boys would want them to be
‘baseball boys.’
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Verse:
The baseball boy, the baseball boy,
who wouldn’t have a baseball boy.
With his cap and his suit,
And his bat in his hand,
Oh who wouldn’t love the baseball man,
He’s a jolly good fellow and full of his fun,
He is good on the slide and quick on the run,
He is good at the bat, and good on the base,
And will always greet you with a smiling face
Chorus:
With a smiling face he’s put among the children
He’s the idol of the girls, he’s the sport of the season,
All over the world, He’s a chump and dandy all ‘round
And a jollier fellow never can be found.
Come on to the Baseball Game – 1911
Written by Downs and Sievers in 1911 the song begins with an 8 bar intro, followed
by a verse and chorus each of 32 bars in length. The harmonies are traditional and the
melody is folk like. Again we see the role of baseball in a girl and boy relationship. It is
marked moderato. There is use of the cakewalk rhythm throughout the song and is another
example of a baseball song’s connection with the cakewalk style. Sweet Molly is destined
to go to a baseball game, if Freddie has anything to do with it. I guess Freddie wants the
best of both worlds: seeing a baseball game and ‘spooning’ with his girl that night. Go to it,
Freddie!
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Verse:
Little Freddie McCann was a great baseball fan
And he know ev’ry play this and then
When he called up sweet Molly
A nice little dolly,
One Sunday at half past two.
She said “Dear let us go to the park for a row,
And spoon ‘neath a big shady tree.”
Then Fred said “All right, we’ll do that tonight,
But honey, please listen to me.”
Chorus:
“Come on, come on to the baseball game,
And shout for the old home team;
Up in the bleachers we’ll sit with the screechers
And yell with the big crowd and scream, Hurrah!
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Just dress up in your Sunday clothes
To show them you’re some swell dame
We’ll hoot and make a noise as we rout for the boys
Come on to the baseball game.
You’ve Made A Home Run With Me - 1911
Written in 1911 by Gray & Williams and is written in ¾ waltz time. There is an 8
bar intro and a 4 bar vamp. It is marked ‘tempo di valse,’ another example of a baseball
song in the form of a waltz. From the words we can understand that this is a poem written
in the early 20th century using baseball as a metaphor. The song is another example of a
courtship using baseball as a backdrop. It does mention Hans Wagner as a baseball figure
and describes his hit as a ‘bingle.’ I know I couldn’t wait to give one of my girl friends
‘chewing gum.’ The chorus has a very delightful melody as does the verse – if only the
words were equal to the melody.
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Verse:
Now Johnny McCann was a baseball fan
Each summer he loved the sport more
One day at a game a sweet little dame,
Asked him if he’d tell her the score.
Wise Johnny said ‘yes’ it was soft I guess
He makes a date for the next day
Bought her chewing gum,
Said “that’s going some,”
Between ev’ry inning he’d say:
Chorus:
You’re made a home run with me,
You’re batting nine-ninety three
It’s not a foul tip or a small scratchy single
But a regular old fashioned Hans Wagner bingle
For we both could lead the love league
If my boss umpire you’d only be
‘Twould be all to the peaches
From grandstand to bleachers,
‘Cause you made a home run with me he’s safe!
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National Sports - 1911
The song begins with a 4 bar intro, followed by a 14 bar verse and an 8 bar chorus,
a rather irregular form. The harmonies are only the I, IV and V chords of the key of G
major and the melody is folk like. I have to admit I don’t know anything about the career of
Ted Coy in football. The 2nd verse mentions three prize fighters - Johnson, Wolgast and
Attell – of the three I’ve heard of Johnson.
The lyricist Harry Tobias one of a trio of brothers (Charles & Henry) that produced
numerous hits in the early 20th century. In 1911 Harry Tobias (1895-1994) wrote a little
poem and then read an article “Write a Song & Make a fortune.” Harry paid the advertising
sheet music publishers $25 to add a melody and produce 200 copies of the sheet music.
From then on his career was that of a song writer. Writing numerous popular songs, a few
of them include: “Sweet and Lovely,” and “Girl of my Dreams,”
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Verse:
There’s many men in other lands who boast of their sport galore,
But when they come here they act very queer,
For they never saw such men before.
In Base or Football, who has it on us?
For our men in action are like bullets in their rush in
Arguments with others.
Americans can say:
Chorus:
There’s Ty Cobb in Baseball, who has it on him?
There’s Ted Coy in Football, with terrible vim,
In running or jumping, there’s no one has it on us,
And the mottoe (sic: motto) of our country is always just.
I’ve Been Making A Grandstand Play For You - 1911
Written in 1911 by Farmer and McCarthy the composition is another attempt at
using baseball as a metaphor for a romantic encounter playing on the popularity of the
game. There is an 8 bar intro and the piece, written in ¾ time has two section-a verse and
chorus. It is marked ‘moderato.’ This is another song using baseball as a metaphor and a
romantic theme. I guess in this era there were not many public activities and entertainments
one could take your girl to court her
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Verse:
Way down front, hand in hand, in the baseball grandstand,
Is my girl and myself ev’ry day
She’s a regular fan, like a regular man, knows just what to do, what to say
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Why she yells ‘slide you rummy, and throw it you dummy’
She raves at Baseball night and day,
But when someone play grandstand, she don’t understand
And I just put her wise in this way:
Chorus:
I’ve been making a grandstand play for you
I was put out at first right away, for you.
I’ve run second and I’ve run third
But I’d slide for home dear, without a word
For I’ve been making a grandstand play” - 1911
Home Run Bill - 1911
Written in 1911 by Bryan and Shay, it has a 4 bar intro with a two bar vamp. The
melody has some measures that use syncopation and with a motive of dotted 8th followed
by a 16th note. It seems that most of these early baseball songs were sung in the media of
the day, vaudeville, and played on the idea that the audience were also baseball fans (which
I am sure many were). All were taken for granted that they were fans of a fictional figure –
Home Run Bill. It is marked ‘moderato.’
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Verse:
Bill Johnson was a swatter on a bush league nine,
Way down South in Caroline.
Pitchers looked alike to him he had the sign
He could hit them all the time.
Hit them where they wer’nt, hit them high or low,
Hit them fast, hit them slow, ‘twas just like finding
Money when he hit the pill,
You could cash on Home Run Bill
Chorus:
For it was Home Run Bill, Gee, but he could slam the leather
Home run bill, Lift it up just like a feather
Knocked a fly thro’ the sky,
You could see Saint Peter crying,
You could see the angels flying
Home run bill hit a church and dropped the steeple
And the pill, Bounded back and hit the people
Hear them call, as he swung on the ball
Bill, Bill, how we love you Bill
Hit it for a Home Run Bill
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Marty O’Toole - 1911
Written by Hendry and Haeger in 1911 the song begins with an 8 bar intro and a 16
bar verse. The chorus is 12 bars in length. The harmonies are the standard ones and the
melody is small in contour. It is marked ‘allegretto con motto.’ The lyrics personalize an
Irish baseball player, Marty O’Toole. During this era there were a number of Irish
Americans playing baseball.
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Verse:
He’s just a modest Irish lad with unassuming airs
He’s never heard to spout and brag. He never rips and tears;
But oh to see him in the game, it would make your heart rejoice
You’d want to sing this glad refrain until you lost your voice:
Chorus:
Oh Marty you Irish Marty. Proud is ev’ry fan of Irish Marty
You may talk about your dukes and kings, Presidents and
Other things,
But oh the pride of all the fans is Marty.
Gee! It’s A Wonderful Game - 1911
This song was written in 1911 by the Famous Ring Lardner and the baseball player
G. Harris (Doc) White. It is in ¾ waltz meter. The song begins with an 8 bar intro with a
verse and chorus each of 32 bars. It is marked ‘waltz time.’ I had never compared
Columbus or Napoleon with Christy Mathewson, Frank Chance, Ty Cobb and others.
The harmonies do not stray too far away from the key center and the contour of the
melody is small and easy to sing.
Guy Harris ‘Doc’ White, major league career began around 1902 (a disaster debut
with 20 losses). He was an exceptional control pitcher and threw 5 consecutive shutouts
and included in this was hurling both ends of a doubleheader for wins. He held an
American league record with 65 consecutive innings without issuing a walk. In 1906 he led
the American league with a 1.52 ERA. While young he was trained as a violinist, balladeer
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and songwriter. He was trained as a dentist before playing pro baseball, thus the nickname
‘Doc.’ (Refer back to #58 for what was said about Lardner).
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Verse:
Who discovered the land of the brave and the free?
I don’t know. I don’t know.
‘Twas Christy Columbus is what they tell me,
May be so, I don’t know.
There’s only one Christy that I know at all,
One Christy that I ever saw
He’s the one who discovered the fade away Ball
And he pitches for Mugsy McGraw.
Chorus:
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Baseball, Baseball ain’t it a wonderful game?
Old Christy Colum’ found this country by gum,
But the extras don’t carry his name
If old man Columbus had sat in the stand
Had seen Matty pitching that “fader” so grand,
He’d hae said “Boys I’m glad I discovered this land.
Gee! It’s a wonderful game.
One of Them Things - 1911
Written by Thos. Roberts and Lucien Denni in 1911 and published in Kansas City,
Missouri. The first verse makes this a baseball song but the other 5 verses are on other
subjects. It has an 8 bar intro with a vamp of 2 bars. The verse is 32 bars and the chorus is
16 bars in length. The rhythm is steady – in 2/4 meter with many measures using 4 8th
notes. The harmonies are regular and there is no tempo marking. (no sheet music cover)

Verse:
Bill Spivvins was the prize “dub,” upon the baseball field
But tho’ he couldn’t hit the ball his place he’d never yield.
One day the crucial game arrived, the pennant was at stake,
The home team came to bat lost time; two out, two runs to make
A man on first base that helped some, but Bill came up to bat;
The rooters groaned and gave up hope the minute they saw that.
But when the first ball crossed the plate they heard an asful ‘swat;’
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The hitless wonder had ‘made good,’ and this is what he got:
Chorus:
One of them things, one of them things,
That ball soared up and out in space
Like it had taken wings,
His face adorns the hall of fame,
Each fan his glory sings;
That ‘homer’ won the day and game
He got one of them things.
Manda At The Base Ball Game - 1911
Written by Campbell and Jerreld in 1911 There is a 4 bar intro followed by 30 bars
a through composed song, not divided by a verse and chorus. There is no indication who
‘Manda’ is except a lady that is attending the game and gets excited when a batter on the
team she is rooting for gets a home run. The lyrics state: “Manda she will scream 'You are
the real, real cream' When a Grand home run is made."
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Oh, You Red Sox - 1912
Written by Geo. and Ellen Ashworth in 1912, it starts with an 8 bar intro and a 4
bar vamp. Probably the Ashworth’s were a vaudeville team and did a routine with this
song. A 24 bar verse is followed by a 28 bar chorus. This is a rah, rah song for the Red sox.
I wonder if the song was played for the team before they won the World Series in 2005?
The harmonies are standard and the melodies small in contour making it easy to sing on the
vaudeville stage. It is marked ‘moderato.’
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Verse:
Ain’t you coming, May, Ain’t you coming, May
Down to the park to see the Red Sox play,
Put on your things, may, put on your things, May.
For they are gonna play on the home grounds today,
And we’ll root, root, root for the old Red sox
Chorus:
Oh, you Red sox, play a good game
Hold down the foe, boys don’t let ‘em gain
Pitch that ball that makes one stare,
And watch that batter fan the air,
The game is over, look at the score
Two and one they’re beat by a run.
Rah! Rah! Rah! The Red sox have won.
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Baseball vs. Opera - 1912
This clever song was written by Charles Junkel in 1912. The sub name given is:
“Want to See Big Mike McGee and Houlihan Play Ball.” The lyrics are great and one can
assume that the girl is Irish. There is a 2 bar intro followed by a verse of 32 bars in4/4
meter. The Chorus is in waltz ¾ meter and contains 32 bars that is followed by a dance of 4
bars. Above the music in the dance are words that are spoken: “Mike McGee and Houlihan
made Home Runs.” It is marked ‘animated.’
The sheet music cover has a picture of Roger Bresnahan (1879-1944). Roger was
basically a catcher but could play all nine positions. John McGraw and Branch Rickey
described Bresnahan as the best catcher they had ever seen. An innovator Roger introduced
in 1907 skin guard equipment and a protective helmet. He was the first catcher to be
installed in the Baseball Hall of Fame. I; suppose we don’t think of those people attending
operas as avid baseball fans, but I was and am. Being a musician and a sports fan I like
going to both activities.
The composer, Charles Kunkel was a very well respected musician of his era,
writing a number of large compositions included an arrangement of “Three Quotations” by
John Philip Sousa.
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Verse:
Young Patrick J. Gilhooley was a sorely smitten swain,
In love with Mary Ellen Genevieve Marie McShane.
Said he to Mary Ellen: “If you’ll only be my wife,
I’ll strew your path with roses for the balance of your life.
I’ll take you to the Opera, I’ll take you to the play
I’ll buy you rarest jewels if you’ll only name the day.
But sadly Mary Ellen Genevieve Marie McShane
Responded to Gilhooley, with this sad and sweet refrain.
Refrain:
I care not for Caruso Tetrazini is a bore.
To see the handsome hero shoke the villain makes me sore
The Opera and the drama, interest me not at all
I want to see Big Mike McGee and Houlihan play ball
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That Marquard Glide - 1912
The words of this composition (1912) are by ‘Rube’ Marquard and the music by
Blossom Seeley – both of these people were famous – and married to each other. Marquard
was a left handed pitcher most notably when he played for the Giants where he once held a
record for winning 19 games in a row. When the entered vaudeville he did a skit with
Seeley (the sex diva of this era) entitled “Breaking the Record.” Later he did a movie called
“19 Straight.” I vaudeville he and Blossom did a dance called the Marquard Glide in which
they used this song. Rube once threw a perfect game. His real name was Richard William
LeMarquis. He might not have had a good voice and once said “You wished it on
yourselves, and I got nerve to sing it.” Marquard used his celebrity status well.
Knowing this is a vaudeville number we find an 8 bar intro followed by the
customary vamp of 2 bars. There is a short verse of 24 bars. The chorus contains one 16 bar
phrase, another 16 bar phrase and ends with an 11 bar ending. It is marked ‘marcia.’ The
lyrics play on Marquard experience as a top pitcher in pro baseball. There is the use of
syncopation which makes it a produce of the jazz age.
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Verse:
All you fans, all you fans, clap your hands, clap your hands
When you hear the tune that I’m goin’ to croon,
For it’s there, it’s a bear. Right from the home plate
Gee! Boys but it’s great! Here she goes on your toes
Chorus:
We’ll do that Marquard glide yes, that Marquard glide,
Matty stood up through all the knocks, had it on those
‘Red Sox’
You can bet all your rocks on Reuben! Reuben!
He’s some pitcher, so we’ll all do that Marquard,
All do that Marquard, All do that Marquard Glide.
Blossom Seeley’s marriage to Marquard is another connection between Jazz and
Baseball. Seeley was noted for her strutting and finger-snapping, syncopated rhythms and
during her time was considered the equal of Nora Bayes (the wife of the composer of
“Take me out to the Ballgame-Jack Norworth) and Sophie Tucker.

I Won’t Go Home ‘Til the Last Man’s Out – 1912
Written by F. C. Brautigam and Rivarde/Kurtz in 1912, the song begins with an 8
bar intro. It is in waltz ¾ time. The verse is 32 bars long, followed by the chorus of 32 bars.
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The melody is a small but charming one with the harmonies mostly traditional with an
occasional chromatic chord inserted in the progression. It is marked ‘marcato.’ I; think this
might be a good experience for Los Angeles Dodger fans as they are known for leaving
early from a ballgame.
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Verse:
On a bright sunny day when most ev’ry one’s gay,
And the home team is playing great ball.
Just get on to a car, and light up your cigar,
And to baseball park make a call
Get a seat in the stand, goodness boys ain’t it grand,
Come on now let’s all of us yell
Kid the visiting players, you bet we’re all stayers,
Who’ll win it you never can tell
Chorus:
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So I won’t go home ‘til the last man’s out
I don’t care how you pull or shout,
I’m just crazy to see a game
Life without it would seem real lame,
When there’s two men down and a man on third,
Watch this boy give the old ball a clout.
I’d give my last dollar to sit there and holloer
Until the last man’s out.
Those Ragtime Melodies - 1912
Written in 1912 by Gene Hodgkins, the song is an attempt at mating baseball with
ragtime, and even seems to quote a reference to Alexander’s Ragtime Band. There is the
use of syncopation, mostly in the chorus. The sheet music cover has a picture of Blossom
Seeley (not very flattering) and at the bottom left is a small picture of Rube Marquard.
They introduced by the married couple in their vaudeville act. It has nothing to do with
baseball except that Rube sang it with Blossom, probably taking the words in parenthesis.
The famous George Burns made a funny statement when asked about Blossom: “When
Blossom started telling her story to Paramount screenwriters (for the movie based on her
and then husband Benny Fields), an amazing thing happened. She became a virgin. That
was then known as the “Immaculate Deception.”
There is an 8 bar intro, followed by a 2 bar vamp, typical of a song sung in
vaudeville. There is a 16 bar verse, with a 34 bar chorus. There is use of the cakewalk
rhythm and as one part is held on one note for two measures, above this is another melody,
probably the part sung by Marquade. This happens for 4 times, each of 2 bars length. These
response use the first bar of Alexander’s Ragtime Band as material stating ‘Come on and
Hear, Come on and Hear.’
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Verse:
You have heard most of the songs of late,
Ev’ry one likes something up to date,
All the rage, upon the stage,
When ever you go to a musical show,
Sneaky, freaky, coomy drags,
Old time operas changed to rags,
People swaying, bands a playing
Ragtime melodies.
Chorus:
Oh, Oh, those ragtime melodies
(come on and hear, come on and hear)
Oh, Oh, those ragtime melodies
(baby looka here, looka here, looka here)
When that music starts to play
I could listen night and day,
Hear! Hear! Hear! Hear!
Run turn to rum on the drum!
Oh! Oh! Those ragtime melodies
(fiddle up, fiddle up, on your violin)
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That’s good old Yankee harmony
(love it, love it, goodness how I love it)
When your heart some tune has won,
Then you hear another one
Ev’ry body’s doin’ it, doin’ what, doin’ what
Singing those ragtime melodies.
The Red Sox Speed Boys - 1912
Written in 1912 by Henry Casey and Martin Barrett, the song begins with an intro
of 8 bars, followed by a verse of 16 bars. The chorus is 32 bars long. This is a hurrah song
for the Red Sox. The chorus mentions almost the complete Red Sox team. The meter is ¾ waltz time with an intro of 8 bars. The verse is 32 bars long. The chorus is also 32 bars
long. The harmony is simple and traditional and the melody is song like and a good waltz
feeling is achieved. It is marked ‘Allegro con Spirito.’
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Verse:
We have a ball team in this town that’s known both near and far,
And ev’ry man that’s in the team has proved himself a star.
With Speaker out in center field, and Joe Wood standing in the box,
There’s not a team in either league can equal the Red Sox.
Chorus:
They like the noise, we like the plays that’s made by
Speaker, Joe Wood, Hooper, Lewis, Wagner, Yerkes and Gardner, Stahl, Bill
Carrigan how he can catch the ball. Wow!
They are the pennant winners that’s plain to see,
Champs they will be. Take it from me that when the world
Series it is played
They’ll put the nationals in the shade.
Let’s root for the Red Sox now!
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Cheers, Cheers, Base-Ball is a Grand Old Game - 1912
Written by Parker & Gaskill in 1912, it is marked ‘tempo di Marcia moderato’
(simply played like a march). The song begins with an 8 bar intro and a 2 bar vamp. It is in
6/8 meter and played and sung in a March style. It is marked ‘tempo di Marcia moderato’
The lyrics are less then classic. They relate a group of boys going to a game and we find a
line that states: “Gee Whiz, Ain’t that guy some pitcher.” Pictured on the cover are players:
Combs, Morgan and Bender. See #66 for bio on the three players.

Verse:
Hurray, hurray Dan, You’re a baseball fan
Take me out to see the game today
Take me with the boys
Where they make the noise
Let me root and shout hurray
Buy the tickets Dan
That’s a good old man,
You’re a good old fashioned scout
I feel it coming on me
Now I’m goin’ to get right up and shout.
Chorus:
Three cheers! Baseball is a grand old game
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The bat and the ball are best of all
Gee Whiz! Ain’t that guy some pitcher?
Hear the umpires shout ‘three strikes you’re out.
Three cheers! For the good old home team
We will win ev’ry day the same
Two one home run ain’t this great fun
Baseball is a grand old game.
The Champs of 1912 - 1912
We probably could have heard this song a year ago when the Red Sox won the
World Series, but this song was written in 1912 and in the chorus we find the names of the
Boston baseball heroes such as Wagner and the other Red Sox. The song has an intro of 4
bars that is followed by a verse of 16 bars and a chorus also of 6 bars. The harmonies again
are simple one and the melody is a march like cheerleaders cheer. It is marked ‘moderato.’
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Verse:
Come all ye loyal rooters, We’re going to the game:
Oh let your business take a slump, We are going just the same.
For this is Boston’s turn to hoist, That champion banner high
So we’ll cheer those Red Sox fellows up, ‘Till the echoes reach the sky.
Chorus:
For it’s hip, hip, hurrah for the Red Sox
They’re the candy kids to day,
And the N.Y. Giants had to tip their hats,
When Boston came their way.
“Jake” Stabl, Heinie, Wagner, Larry Gardner and the rest,
Had to dig, dig, dig and delve,
But as sure as the sun sets in the West,
They’re the Champions of 1912.
The Base Ball Fever – 1912
Written by McAvoy & Jerreld, it bares the similar name of an earlier baseball song.
There is an 8 bar intro followed by a verse and chorus, both of 16 bars. It is in G major and
also in the relative minor – E minor. There is use of rests in-between the melody which
makes it even more exciting to hear. The melody is fitting to a march tempo and feeling. It
is marked ‘tempo di Marcia.’ Hammerstein wrote the lyrics to a tune called “It Might as
Well be Spring.” For a state fair that always is in the fall. While it seemed out of place
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baseball fans have that ‘spring fever’ all winter long and it surfaces in the early spring
when the teams begin their spring training. This song tells about this awakened feeling.
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Verse:
When the ball, a glove, a hickory stick, is all it takes,
You know;
Then the men, the boys, the women, will to the diamond go.
No diff’rence if the sky is cloudy, or if it’s sprinking rain;
They will be there to help the home team, win another game.
Chorus:
Ev’ry body’s got the fever, from the father to the son,
You can tell it in the youngster from the way his chores are done;
You can tell it in the ‘old gent’ from the papers he’s been reading,
You can tell it in the women by the absence at their meeting.
Jake! Jake! The Yiddisher Ball-Player - 1913
This baseball song was written by the same composer that wrote many songs that
became great hits, Irving Berlin. Born in Russia under the Jewish faith he and his family
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came to America to start a new life. He became a song writer and this Russia Jew wrote a
number of the greatest Christian and patriotic songs: “White Christmas,” “Easter Parade”
and “God Bless America,” and the anthem of show business “There’s No Business Like
Show Business.” But it was not his fate to write the ‘great’ baseball song – but he did write
two of them – “Along Came Ruth (1929) and Jake, Jake (1913).Irving Berlin wrote in the
idiom of his time when using there was no politically correctness. He wrote ‘Coon’ songs
but was not prejudice, but wrote the kind of songs that were selling sheet music; and he
wrote ‘The Yiddisher Ball Player.” Today some of his writings might be understood as
racial slurs but in 1913 this was acceptable language and subject matter, as evidenced by
Berlin, a Jew, composing songs using such terminology. But the primary subject of the
song concerns a half-dollar bet on a baseball game, something (after the black sox scandal,
would not be tolerated today). There is not a memorable Berlin melody and I don’t think
this will be rated with the other melodies mentioned above. Too Bad! Wouldn’t it be
something that Berlin would have written ‘the’ baseball songs along with his other great
national accepted ‘anthems’ as listed above.
There is a 4 bar intro, followed by a 2 bar vamp. The Verse is 28 bars and a chorus
of 28 bars. It is marked ‘allegro moderato.’

Jake, Jake, the Yiddisha Ball Player
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Verse:
What’s the score? Six to four! What do you think of that?
Don’t blame me if I holler, I bet a half a dollar on the game.
And I’ve got a right to be sore, please remove your hat
Who’s that at the bat? Did you say it’s Jakey Rosenstein?
Fine!
On his hand he’s got sand, look at him at the plate,
Maybe you don’t think that boy is great, Wait!
Chorus:
Jake, now don’t you miss it, Jake, go on and kiss it,
Give it a knock and don’t you fake;
Go on and give it a smack, crack!
That’s a lollapalooza! Run, you song of a gun,
Run, son of a gun.
What’s that I hear the people shout?
You’re out! Jake, I lose my half a dollar
Poison you should swallow, Jake, Jake
You’re a regular fake.
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They All Know Cobb - 1913
Written by William Murphy in 1913 we find an intro of 4 bars and a verse of 16
bars and a chorus of 16 bars. The harmonies are within the key and the melody within an
octave thus easy to sing. There is no tempo marking.
The second verse (the last sentence) makes the theme understandable. Paddy, who
had never seen a baseball game and presumably didn’t know who Cobb was or his
reputation, waited to invite Cobb out to dinner after the game.” But as soon as Paddy
spoke, Cobb with laughter nearly choked while the crowd yelled down the line” (thus the
chorus).
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Verse:
To a game of ball at Phill, Paddy Flynn one day did drill
He had never seen a game, so he went out
When there, with the crowd, He got cheering mighty loud
As he heard the rooters shout and when up came Tyrus Cobbie
Ready with the stick he held sure it tickled Paddy so,
When a home run Cobb let go, to his feet Pat rose and yelled.
Chorus:
Sure they all know Cobb the real born Cobb
I’ll say right here. We’ll buy the beer
With old Paddy Flynn if you wait it out again
And we know you will. That ball you’ll kill
So its up my boy go in and win or die,
For they all know Cobb.
Ty Cobb
Cobb is considered by many as the greatest baseball player – at least that is what
my father believed as he saw him play many times. He also was the game’s most
aggressive players. A lifetime batting average of 367; 4191 hits (a record until broken by
Pete Rose). Hitting over 400 three times. On May 5, 1925, Cobb collected 16 total bases (3
home runs, a double and two singles), still an American League record. The great George
Sisler said of Cobb: “The greatness of Ty Cobb was something that had to be seen, and to
see him was to remember him forever.”
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Base Ball Day – 1913
Written by Benjamin McNeill in 1913 the song begins with an 8 bar intro. The
verse is 32 bars long and followed by a 16 bar chorus. The harmonies (chords) are the
traditional ones found in the key of G major and the melody is folk like. It is marked
‘allegro moderato.’ The lyrics speak of the game almost as a confrontation rather then just
a sporting contest. I’ve never looked at baseball as establishing my manhood but as a game
of skill.
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Verse:
Ball game, ball game, down in town today,
“Come, come, come, come!” hear the people say,
Ball game, ball game, ev’ry body come,
Ball game, ball game, come and see the fun
Town boys, city boys, all are side by side,
Get there, get there, if you have to slide.
Base ball, base ball, ready for the glide
Win, boys! Win, boys! Victory be your pride.
Chorus:
Base ball day, base ball day, see the contest
For the triumph wave.
Base ball day, base ball day,
Skill and manhood, boys are all so brave.
Take Me Dearie to That Grand Old Base Ball Game - 1913
Written by M. B. Hughes in 1913 it is in waltz ¾ meter. It begins with an 8 bar
intro, a verse of 32 bars and a chorus of 32 bars. The melody is a charming waltz and the
contour is small in range with the harmonies standard to the key. It is marked ‘tempo di
valse.’ The composer must have been a Cleveland Indian fan as that is the team mentioned.
So many baseball songs seem to have the girl wanting to go to a ball game. I only know a
few women in my life that want to go to a ballgame. It was usually a show or ballet – oh
for the good old fashion girl of the era of the popularity of the grand old game of baseball.
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Verse:
Tell me dearie where would you like to spend the day
We don’t want to stay home dearie, come let’s go away
We can go and see a show or take an auto ride.
Sue says no, no, show for mine, and she then replied.
Chorus:
Take me dearie to that grand old baseball game,
Buy some peanuts and some popcorn, if it’s all the same.
Say kid we will root for Cleveland, We’ll be happy as can be,
You can take me to that, grand old baseball game.
If You Can’t Make A Hit in A Ball Game You Can’t Make A Hit With Me – 1913
Written by Welzel and Held in 1913 it begins with an 8 bar intro, then followed by
a 2 bar vamp. The verse is a long one – 40 bars long. The chorus is 32 bars long. The
harmonies are again, in the key and the melody is folk-like. The lyrics make clear the girl’s
feelings – “if you don’t make a hit in a ball game, you can’t make a hit with me. This must
have been sung by a female vaudeville performer. During the early teens of the 20th century
both vaudeville and baseball were very popular in America.
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Verse:
Happy Mary Ann McCann, A crazy “Baseball Fan”
Rooted hard for Dan Moran; Dan Moran, her “Baseball Man.”
When he came to bat, one day, and saw her smile so gay,
His Irish heart was thumping, when he heard her yell ‘Hooray!’
She loudly cried “Oh! Danny mine! A hit! And Mary Ann is thine!”
Score was tie, the bases full, the Crowd began to cheer;
Poor Mary almost fainted
When she heard those words so clear; “Strike one!
Strike two! Strike three!
`The Batter’s out!” Then Dan heard Mary Ann in frenzy shout:
Chorus:
`If you can’t make a hit in a Ballgame, You can’t make a hit with me
But the man who can hit in a ballgame,
Can be my affinity;
I’m simply “Baseball wild; Oh! How I yell!
Slam out a home run, Kid! I’ll yell like (h—l)
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If you can’t make a hit in a Ballgame, You can’t make a hit with me!”
The Baseball Game – 1913
Written in 1913 by Loughry and Melvin Crosby it begins with an 8 bar intro. of 20
bars. The chorus contains 32 bars. It is in 2/4 meter and marked ‘Allegro Moderato.’ The
harmonies are within the key and simple and a folk like melody is presented.
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Verse:
The baseball game is starting, Old Hans Wagner’s at the bat,
Walter Johnston is the pitcher, in the outfield Cobb stands pat.
Lajoie oh, Lajoie, you are just as good as gold,
And on the job is S. Magee, a looking very bold.
The grand old game is best of all,
Just watch and see how they play ball.
Chorus:
The grandstand sways with a storm of applause,
Mighty Wagner has knocked a home run.
While Johnston is striking them out, one, two, three,
And Cobb makes a catch in the sun;
It’s the game all the same.
That is king of all sports with its kicking and boasting,
And roasting, all sorts, It’s the best of them all,
Spring, summer or fall, Baseball, Baseball.
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Ty Cobb (see #62
Nap Lajoie
Playing 2nd base Lajoie hit or better in 16 of his 21 big league seasons and had a
lifetime average of .339. Never getting the credit or the popularity of Cobb he was in many
ways his equal. Tommy Leach remarked: “What a ball player that man was! Every play he
made was executed so gracefully that it looked like it was the easiest thing in the world. He
was a pleasure to playa against, too, always laughing and joking. Even when the song of a
gun was blocking you off the base, he was smiling and kidding with you. You just had to
like the guy.”

Walter Johnson
Still known as one of the greatest pitches of the game Johnson played for the
Washington Senators (my team while I was growing up in good old D. C.) for 20 years.
Johnson’s fast ball is said to have been thrown at a 100 miles although there were no
measuring devices in the early 1900s. Using a sidearm delivery, the “Big Train” fanned
3,508 batters over a 21 year career. Johnson won 417 games, second only to Cy Young.
Fred Lindstrom wrote: “He had a slingshot delivery with nice, easy movement, which
didn’t seem to be putting any strain at all on his arm. But be could propel that ball like a
bullet.” Not known as a hitter Johnson’s final game was as a pinch hitter in the same game
that Ruth hit his 60th home run.
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Walter Johnson
That Baseball Rag - 1913
Written in 1913 by Wolff & Clarence Jones, the song begins with a 4 bar intro and
then the customary vamp of two bars. There is a 16 bar verse and a chorus of 32 bars. It is
not marked as to tempo. It does possess a characteristic rhythm throughout the first section
and is meant to be a singing piece of ragtime and does contain syncopation, a main
character of ragtime. In the chorus there is a break in the singer’s line that is notated for the
singer to speaker two measures of lyrics. This happens 4 times during the chorus. Some of
the words are repeated with the melody also repeating its rhythm which makes it effective
during this era ragtime was the popular form of music and the composers probably were
trying to cash in, using both ragtime and the theme of baseball. The lyrics do reflect
baseball themes and social effects of the current baseball mania. – betting on games or
lying to the boss to attend a ballgame. The Black Sox scandal of 1919 is still 6 years away
but its beginnings are seeded in this era. While not unusual, the chorus is presented in a
new key. While our previous songs have remained in the same key for the verse and chorus
it was not uncommon for a song to change keys when presenting a new section of music.
The piece is not really a rag in style. The song does need two people for best performance.
Clarence Jones
Clarence Jones from 1910 to 1920 was one of the most respected African-American
musicians in Chicago’s South Side. He had a gifted ear for music and had a phonographic
ear for remembering any piece of music he heard and could write it down right there on the
spot. Artie Matthews the great ragtime composer recalled Jones as an “outstanding player.”
At one time, Louis Armstrong played in his orchestra.
Verse:
Oh Mister Fan Oh Mister Fan, Let’s be on our way
To the game today Oh Mister man Oh Mister man
Couldn’t miss my grandma’s funeral
I’ve got the price I’ve got the price
Of a bleacher seat I will stand the _____
To the big league ball game
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Let’s go out and holler with the fans.
Chorus:
Oh Oh that Glidin’ Base Ball Rag (see the pitcher throwing, strike him out you’re
got ‘em going)
Oh Oh that slidin’ Base Ball Drag (don’t you be a quitter. show ‘em you’re a heavy
hitter)
Some classy curves the pitchers twirling
Go on kid send one out a whirling
Hey’ sock it out sock it out
Make a home run Ball strike,
Safe hit first base make second
You’re a bird (keep a going sonny, make me win a lot of money)
Don’t stop until you’re touching third (you’re a holy terror. Center fielder made an
error)
Slide, slide, you’ve made a good beginning
For you know that your team always makes a winning
When you play ball and sing that Base Ball Rag.
The Baseball Fan – 1913
Written by Clarence Allen and Genevieve Scott. An intro of 2 bars and an 8 bar
verse followed by an 8 bar chorus. The melody is simple and uses some syncopation. The
harmonies are traditional. It is marked ‘moderato.’ In 1913 there was no Political
Correctness to concern a lyricist. The example: “Now how are all you coons, to get in the
pearly gate;” (the chorus answers that question).
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Verse:
In the little town of Birmingham, there lived a great big
Coon,
With nose as large, as a yellow yam, And flat as the silver moon,
This coon he was a baseball fan, He went to ev’ry game;
And to the ‘nine’ from Alabam’, He always sang the same.
Chorus:
When you get in a tight place you must slide,
You may rip your breeches, but you must glide,
If you ain’t pretty careful, you’ll tear the hide,
But when you get in a tight place slide, slide, slide.
Baseball Days- 1913
Written in 1913 by Robert Lowry this song is a simple 16 bar melody. The lyrics tell of
playing the game with the catcher getting hurt and will “go forth a crippled thing, with his
both hands in a sling.” Some things don’t change.
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Verse:
Now the baseball days approach, when the cap, his men will coach,
And the batsman strive to be a thorough pounder;
And the crowd on joy will sup,
When the shortstop’s doubled up,
With his diaphragm indented by a grounder.
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Base-Ball - 1913
Written in 1913 by Simonis and Genevieve Scott it begins with an 8 bar intro. The
verse is 24 bars long with a chorus of 32 bars. It is marked ‘con spirito.’ The harmonies are
traditional and the melody is song like. The rhythm makes use of the cakewalk rhythm
throughout which makes it sound like a ragtime piece of music The ragtime era is about
over, 1916 being the date of its lack of popularity, probably due to the popularity of the
new music called Jazz.
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Verse:
Come on there, follows, come one and all,
Come see the Home Team play some baseball
Come out and have a few hours of joy,
Bring back to your mind days when you were a boy.
Come see the game that we all love so well,
It is Baseball.
Chorus:
Big Six, Joe Woods and Cy Young’s there too.
Ty Cobb and frank Baker of home run fame,
Fred Clark, Hans Wagner, Nap Lajoie;
Trix Speaker, Joe Jackson, Doc White and Chief Bender
All play the great game of Base Ball.
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I Want to Go to The Ball Game- 1913
This song, written by Albert Von Tilzer in 1913 with lyrics by Ned Nye & Chas.
Eichel, was written about 5 years after Von Tilzer’s hit “Take Me Out To The Ball Game.”
It was an attempt at having another baseball ‘hit.’ As we can understand there is no
baseball song as big a hit as “Take Me Out to the Ball Game.” This song is in waltz time
with an 8 bar introduction; followed by averse of 32 bars and a chorus of 31 bars. The
harmonies are mostly the regular chords found in the key of Bb. The melody has a small
contour and would be easy to sing.
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Baseball - 1914
Another song with the title ‘Baseball.’ Written by John Hamilton in 1914 it is
arranged by G. Falkenstein, the composer of the famous ballad “Lay My Head Beneath a
Rose.” There is a 4 bar intro and a verse of 16 bars (in 6/8 meter) and a chorus of 32 bars
(in ¾ meter). It is marked ‘allegretto.’
The theme of the song is dear to my heart and all those too old to play the game as
they once did. The man cited in the song goes to the game by stating: “you sigh that your
playing is o’er.
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Verse:
Did you ever play baseball in alley or lot
When a kid on the streets of the city,
Or at school in the country,
When you were a ‘tot’
If you didn’t tis surely a pity;
For the greatest of fun in the life of a lad
Is e’er found in the ball, bat and mitt;
And to put rival teams “on the bum”
To the band is a joy
When they score not a hit
Chorus:
Baseball, baseball how we love the game.
We idolize the players and we glory in their fame
Baseball, baseball the game will never die;
For dear old baseball holds its own
As years go by.
The National Game - 1914
Written by H. S. Wyllie in 1914 it is in waltz ¾ meter. It contains an intro of 8 bars,
followed by a verse of 32 bars and a chorus of 18 bars. The harmonies are traditional and
the melody as a nice, charming waltz with a contour of an octave. It is marked ‘valse
moderato.’ The 2nd verse mentions the names of: Chase, Mathewson, Wagner, Leach,
Cobb, Collins and McGraw. The third verse mentions the game of cricket, football,
basketball and hunting and fishing but it is baseball that was and is the ‘national American
sport. The chorus is a musical cheer for baseball.
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Verse:
Your attention I pray while I sing you a lay and whisper a word in your era.
For I sing of baseball the best game of all
Which man woman and child love to hear
I sing of the bat and the ball, the players, the fans and turmoil
That goes to the game which we all love to name
The national game of baseball.
Chorus:
Hurrah for the bat and the ball, the players, the fan and turmoil
That goes to the game which we all love to name
The national game of baseball.
The Fed’s Are Here To Stay - 1914
Written in 1914 by Augusta C. Gerhardt is marked ‘march song’ and there are
lyrics. The lyrics mention the baseball teams of the Cubs, White Sox and Giants who are
opponents of the Feds. There is an 8 bar intro followed by the two bar vamp which has me
believe this song is also one that was sung in vaudeville. It is marked ‘allegretto moderato.’
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The Federals
Formed as a challenge to the Al and NL as a third major league in 1913. The league
began signing players; the first was Joe Tinker, then Three Finger Brown, and others. This
resulted in the other leagues increasing the contracts of Cobb, Speaker and Johnson to keep
them from jumping. Joe Jackson was offered $25,000, more then 3 times what he was
making with Cleveland. He turned it down. (What does this action say as to the character of
Jackson? – the gamblers didn’t offer anywhere near that in the Black Sox Scandal.). When
there was a court case a settlement was reached but soon another suit followed and Judge
Holmes ruled that “baseball is exempt from antitrust regulations due to its peculiar nature,”
a ruling that exist to this day. The Federal league then sold its players to the Al and NL.
However some former major leaguers were not welcomed back that included Joe Tinker,
Three Finger Brown, George Mullin and Al Bridwell. This was an optimistic song but the
last phrase “The Fed’ are here to stay” was not prophetic.
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Verse:
Gilmore’s got the backing and Weeghman’s got the nerve,
They’ve gathered in a bunch of Vets with others I reserve;
Come and see them hit the pill, bring out Sis and Uncle Bill,
You won’t need any rain check, there’s no water here to spill.
Chorus:
Come on you fanatics, come on you bugs;
We’re going to play classy Base-ball,
Like the White Sox or the Cubs,
The Giants have nothing on this bunch in any mortal way;
We’ll put it on the old time clubs; the Fed’s are here to stay.
Base Ball - 1914
Written in 1914 by Eugene Martin, it begins with an 8 bar intro followed by a 2 bar vamp.
It is marked ‘moderato.’ I can see a baseball scenery background on a vaudeville stage and
a gal singing this song. It’s in two sections and seems to tell about a gal watching her guy
play baseball.
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Verse:
When he runs I have a feeling that makes me glad Oh!
When the ball goes sailing through the air.
It’s joy for me for I know he will out run it there
It was this booster in the grand stand so near
That led him home tho’ the ball was near
The race was between it and my little dear.
Now you know how my heart felt
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When it looked like it would beat him there.
Chorus:
How you take my eye how I love
I love to be your never never good
But now I’m going to try, I am going to try
It’s true as I am looking into your little eyes
To never lose, no never, no greater game
I can play than base ball for you.
I’m Baseball Crazy, Too - 1914
Written in 1914, it is in waltz time. It seems for years composers had been trying to
equal the popularity of the 1908 song “Take Me out to the Ballgame but with little success.
This song is a very pleasant melodic waltz with simple harmonic changes. It contains an
intro of 8 bars, followed by a 16 section that is repeated with new words. The chorus is 32
bars long. This is another song about a girl that ‘crazy’ about baseball. It is written in ¾
waltz time and is marked ‘tempo di valse.’ It is written by Tuttle and Buckley.
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Verse:
I have a girl, she is a pearl, and one for beauty famed.
She’s mighty sobby, has a hobby, it is the baseball game.
She knows it all of bat and ball, A baseball fan is she,
Like other men I’m happy when she sings this song to me.
Chorus:
Take me to the ballgame, Take me ev’ry day
Take me to the big grand stand To see the heroes play.
Let me shout what it’s all about, The same as others do
Since it’s the fad to be baseball mad, I’m baseball crazy too.
You’re Hitting A Thousand In The Game Of Love - 1915
Written by Halin/Brennan (lyrics) and the famous Ernest Ball (music, the song
begins with an 8 bar intro. And a verse of 40 bars and a chorus of 32 bars, in ¾ meter and is
longer then most songs (verse). It is marked ‘brightly, but not too fast.’
Ernest Ball first song was with words by mayor to be of New York, Jimmy Walker (“Will
You Love Me in December as You Do in May”) which became a national hit song. Some
of his most popular songs include: “Mother Machree,” “When Irish Eyes are Smiling,” and
“Let the Rest of the World Go By,”
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Verse:
Danny Moran, a baseball fan, Loved a girl named Lou,
Who, Rain or shine, you’d always find
Out in the bleachers too;
He’d hold her band to beat the band,
Until the game was through,
“Till one fine day he heard her say;
“How do I stand with you?”
Danny softly sighed and to his Lou replied:
Chorus:
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You’re hitting a thousand in the game of love
You’ve made a ‘clean steal’ of my heart,
With you on the team what a cinch it would seem
To play the game square from the start;
From your eyes to your lips to my heart
You’re made a “triple play,”
If you say you will sing, it’s a “home run” for mine,
For you’re hitting a thousand today.,
Hoop-Hoop-Hooper Up For Red Sox - 1915
Written by Hanifen and Bernard Smith in 1915. There is an 8 bar intro, a verse of16, then a
2 bar vamp that leads to a chorus of 32 bars. There is no tempo marking. Here we have
another song about the Boston Red sox and their player, Hooper. The song is a typical
march with a good melodic line and harmonies that hare a little more advanced then just a
few chords.
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Verse:
We are waiting for the day; we are ready for the fray,
That will wrest the flag away from the enemy
All you rooters must be there, all you lady fans so fair,
And we’ll cheer the Red Sox on to victory.
Chorus:
Hoop, Hoop, Hooper up for Boston
Hoop, Hoop, Hooper up once more.
Help the Sox to win the race,
Help them on from base to base,
Root for every runner to bring home the score
Hoop, Hoop, Hooper up for Red Sox,
Hoop, Hoop, Hooper when it’s dark;
They have shown us they are game,
They will give old Boston fame.
They will bring the flag right home to Fenway Park.
Batter Up - 1918
Written in 1918 near the end of the First World War using baseball as an analogy to
the war and "Kaiser Bill.” It is in reality a patriotic baseball song and reminds one of
President Roosevelt’s famous letter to express his thoughts that baseball should continue
during the Second World War. The harmonies are simple and the melody is folk like with a
limited vocal range. There is an 8 bar intro and a 2 bar vamp. The verse is 32 bars and the
chorus is 32 bars long. I can hear a military band playing this as a march. The composer,
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Harry Von Tilzer was the composer of the melody for the legendary “Take Me Out To The
Ball Game.”
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Verse:
You’d better grab your hat! It’s time to take you bat
You know the score is getting awful close.
The Allies and the Huns have made a lot of runs
But up to now it’s just an even dose
But it’s getting mighty dark and we want to leave the park
Or there won’t be any supper left at all
Put Sammy in to hit and watch him knock the cover off the ball.
Chorus:
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Batter up, batter up, Uncle Sam is at the plate
Batter up, batter up now you won’t have long to wait.
Old Kaiser Bill is pitching boys and anything he throws.
Your Uncle Sam is itching just to crack right on the nose.
Batter up, batter up Sammy’s on to every curve
Just wait and watch him get that pitcher’s nerve
When your Uncle hits that pill old Kaiser Bill will get the gate.
Batter up, batter up, Uncle Sam is at the plate.
The Baseball Rag - 1919
The song is written by Doris Doris and the words by the famous Noel Coward in
1919. There is a 4 bar intro followed by a vamp of 2 bars. The verse is16 bars followed by
the chorus of also 16 bars. The harmonies are standard and very little use of syncopation
which usually appears in ragtime music. It is marked ‘moderato.’
Noel Coward was born in 1899, dying in 1973. He was an English actor, playwright
and composer of popular music. Bitter Sweet (91929) was a famous full-length opera. His
pop music included: I’ll See You Again.” Blithe Spirit w character can be summed up in
two of his famous statements: “On being asked to play the villain in Doctor No he
responded, “Doctor NO? No. No. No;” and when speaking to Peter O’Toole about his
performance in “Lawrence of Arabia,” he said: “If you’d been any prettier, it would have
been “Florence of Arabia.”
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Verse:
I’ve got a ripping new sensation, there’s just no need for hesitation
Baseball’s the game that makes the world go round
It gets your heart a palpitating, You can’t sit still
You’ll go mad, you’ll go bad, because you’ll never be contented, until you
Chorus:
Do that raggy rag, it’s just a baseball tune.
And it gets you syncopated mad like any old coon.
You simply glide along dear, You never want to lag
It’s a cinch, it’s a go, It’s a Jazz,
Tally ho, for that Baseball Rag.
Slide, Kelly, Slide – by George F. Briegel - 1919
In 1919 we find this fad continuing but this time there is a relationship with ‘King
Kelly.” George F. Briegel, a noted band conductor composed a song he called “Slide,
Kelly, Slide” which uses the well known baseball phrase and also plays on the technique of
the slide trombone. In the lyrics it states that “Kelly is the king of them all.” The author and
composer, George Briegel, had a very illustrated musical career. He was born in Scranton,
PA and studied violin at an early age. In his teens he joined the U.S. Military Academy at
West Point. He became director of the New York Regiment Band from 1914-1917. He
resumed this post and remained from 1920-1940. Briegel published many arrangements of
his own compositions included his most famous “Men ‘O the Navy.” He wrote the music
for “Slide, Kelly, Slide” and while on the cover of the sheet music, we see the name of
Kelly given credit for the lyrics the song was published in 1919, 25 years after Kelly’s
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death. Did Kelly write the poem and it was used by Briegel? Using the Kelly slide
reference in the context of a ‘sliding’ trombone technique I think was very clever. One of
the characteristics of early jazz was the smear technique of the trombone slide. A ‘smear’
on the trombone is continued blowing as the slide is moving up and then down in a
continuing sound of the instrument. The song is marked a ‘trombone blues.’
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Poem:
I guess you’ve heard about Mister Jazz
And the honky-tonky tunes he used to play.
But I have found a feller that has what it takes
To shake your weary blues away.
Talk about music masters just go down to the hall
And you’ll find out that Kelly is the king of them all
For the minute that he starts to play
Ev’rybody in the placer begins to sway.
Keep it up, keep it up, don’t you try to stop.
Lordy, how your trombone’s moaning and a smearing’
And a groanin’ don’t you let it drop
Let her go, nice and slow, on a raggy strain.
You can have anything you choose,
If you’ll just play the blues, over and over again.
Slide, Kelly, Slide (with a smear by the trombone)
When you start jazzin’ on your lovin’ trombone,
You’d make a Quaker shake her shoulders and home.
There’ll be a riot if you ever refuse
to play the trombone blues.
Oh You, Babe Ruth! - 1920
Written in 1920 by Hart & Nelson, the lyrics express a theme of hero worship by
the young Yankee fans. Ruth did have a personality and a desire to be with baseball fans
and is said to have loved kids. Nothing more to say – Ruth is baseball.
There is an 8 bar intro and followed by a 24 verse and a 32 bar chorus, both in 3/4
waltz time.
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Verse:
Now Babe Ruth’s a treasure beyond earthly measure
Down in the depths of all hearts boys;
To reach his position is youth’s one ambition,
The cynosure (?) of all their hearts joys
To swat like Ruth is their dream night and day
His brilliant homers stole their hearts away.
Chorus:
Ruth! Ruth! Oh you Babe Ruth, You are in all our themes.
Your kind face holds a place in every Yankee lad’s dreams
They love you
Your true sharp eyes of blue, Idol of all forsooth
Heaven above can’t change the love we hold for you Babe Ruth.
Babe Ruth - 1921
Written by Jos. McCarthy and Harry Tierney in 1021 it begins with an intro in 6/8
meter. A verse of 46 bars long, the chorus is 16 bars long. The harmonies go around the
keys of C major and E minor and the melody is march like. It is marked ‘allegro moderato.’
Both of the composers were respected songwriters of Broadway and the movies. Tierney
wrote “Rio Rita”. It was the first musicals to we turned into a talking picture. He also wrote
“Alice Blue Gown.” McCarthy (not the Yankee manager) most famous song of many is
“You Made Me Love You.”
This song was in the Broadway show “The Broadway Whirl in 6/8/21 was the last
show of the year. The show was a revue, and had old and new favorites contributing bits
and pieces. The show did not do a ‘land-office’ business.
I don’t think I’ll have to give any statistics on Ruth as he probably is the best known
name in any baseball era.
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Verse:
The help are up at the Polo Grounds helping to win the game.
Who put the Yankees on the map
Who leads the scrap with a terrible rap,
He’s just a big good natured chap,
Ev’ry one knows his name.
Eleventh inning, score tied, what da yer think of that?
Ev’ry one jump on their toes and root ‘cause Ruth is at the bat.
Chorus:
Oh, Babe, Go Babe, Bat one out for me
Right now when we need a hit,
Step up to the plate and connect with it
Two strikes, three balls now for that wonderful clout;
Run, run you son of a gun, over the fence is out.
Babe Ruth - 1922
Written in 1922 by Gold and Graff it begins with an 8 bar intro followed by a short
verse of8 bars. It is marked ‘allegro moderato.’ The chorus is 32 bars long. I never knew
Babe Ruth hit a homer that landed on the planet Mars – you learn something new every
day.
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Verse:

.

My hat is off to you Babe Ruth, in business or in fun,
While you’ve been making homers Ruth, I have not made a run.
We know that you can do it Babe, and when it’s really done,
You’ll see the fans jump up and howl, at that historic run.
Chorus:
Oh you’ve such a lovely wallop, in Vodeville or at bat,
It’s safe to bet our millions, for we know where they are at,
Some day you’ll hit one on the seam, and sail it ‘mongst the stars,
Inaugurate our baseball game, upon the planet Mars.
Babe Ruth (He is a Home Run Guy) - 1922
Another 1922 song about the ‘Babe.’ Written by Atkins and Trout it begins with an
8 bar intro followed by a vamp of 4 bars. The verse is 32 bars and the chorus is also 32 bars
long. It is marked ‘moderato. ’There is much use of the cakewalk rhythm. The song is a
tribute to the one and only ‘Babe.’ (no sheet music cover)
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Verse:
I never saw a man, hit a ball like Babe Ruth can;
He knocks the ball so high, he is a home run guy.
Pitchers from each team around, know when Babe Ruth hits the town.
Never pitch a ball straight, he’s a home run man no mistake.
Chorus:
Babe Ruth, Babe Ruth, He will lose that ball and that’s the truth;
There is no a player in the land, who can hit a ball like Babe Ruth can.
If two men are on base, don’t throw near the plate,
For if you do he’ll knock it about a mile,
And if the pitcher throws one across the plate,
He’s a home run guy with a smile.
Play Ball! Pray All! - 1922
Written in 1922 by Hal Parker, it is subtitled “There’s a Man Named Holy Moses
Coming to our Town) There is a 6 bar intro with
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10 bars in the verse. The chorus has 10 bars. It is marked ‘tempo di marcia.’ The lyrics tell
the fans they better cheer and yell or they are going to go to – you know where! A cute
little song.

Verse:
There’s a man named Holy Moses who is coming to our town (spoken-strike one)
He’s going to try and save us and is do us all up “brown.” (spoken-strike two)
He will save both saints and sisters “Let us all kneel down and pray.” (spoken-ball one)
Come all ye fans and rooters when he call out “play ball Play! (Wow! Some clout! Make it
a Homer! Atta boy! All the way round! Run you truck driver! Oh Papa! Oh you Baby!
Etc.etc.)
Chorus:
Play Ball! Play Ball! Holy Moses hollers,
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Pray all! Pray your dimes and dollars.!
All your sins will be forgiven,
And you them will go to Heaven
If you do not “dig” and yell you will surely go to (musical noise to not let word be
heard)
To a very different place.
Take Me Out To The Ball Game 1908
This song, written by Albert Von Tilzer and lyrics by Jack Norworth is one of the
most well-known songs not only in baseball literature but in all of American popular music.
It has been written that Norworth was riding in the New York City subway and was
inspired to write a songs lyric (in about15 minutes) when he spotted an advertising sign
promoting a baseball game at the Polo Ground, the home park of the New York Giants
(“Ballgame today at the Polo Grounds”). Norworth tried out the song in his vaudeville act
with music by his friend Von Tilzer but it was not received well. He promptly discarded it
into the trunk of his car. Some months later he discovered that a number of his fellow
vaudeville performers were using the song in their act and were receiving outstanding
ovations after their presentation. It became a vaudeville hit and eventually the song was
being sung at the ball park. The song was used after the 7th inning during a ball game. It
was during a World Series game in 1917 that the Star Spangled Banner (to honor the armed
forced during WWI). By the end of the season the Star spangled Banner was being used at
the beginning of the game and “Take Me Out To The Ball Game sung during the 7th inning.
It remained there until 9/11 when it was replaced by “God Bless American.” As a point of
interest, the year the song was written (1908) was the last year the Cubs won the World
Series.
In recent; history Harry Caray began singing it in 1971. Years later (in 1976) Bill
Veeck placed a secret microphone and enabled the crowd to hear him and soon were
singing along with Caray. Major League Baseball, in 1940 presented Norworth with a gold
lifetime ball park pass. While Norworth as a very successful vaudeville entertainer he never
conceived the success of this simple song. Norworth for the latter part of his life lived in
Laguna Beach, CA where he founded the Laguna Beach Little League in 1952. One
tradition that Norworth gave to the league was the presentation of a box of Cracker Jacks at
opening day ceremonies.
Norworth had composed other songs prior to ‘ballgame’ such as the hit “Shine on Harvest
Moon,” but never had such a hit as the simple song about wanting to go to the ball game.
Albert Von Tilzer had hits with “Apple Blossom Time,” and “Put Your Arms Around Me
Honey,” as well as many others that were popular during his career. The verse is about
Norworth’s girl Katie:
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Verse:
Katie Casey was baseball mad,
Had the fever and had it bad;
Just to root for the hometown crew,
Ev’ry sou*, Katie blew
On a Saturday her young beau,
Called to see if she’d like to go,
To see a show but Miss Katie said, “No.
I’ll tell you what you can do:
Chorus:
Take me out to the ballgame,
Take me out to the crowd,
Buy me some peanuts and Cracker Jack, I don’t care if I never get back,
Let me root, root, root, for the home team
If they don’t win it’s a shame.
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For it’s one, two, three strikes you’
Re out,
At the old ball game.
(* a sou was a small unit of French currency.)
Take me out to the Ballgame – Another write-up
In 1908 while riding a N.Y. City subway train spotted a sign that said “Ballgame today at
the Polo Grounds.” And baseball-related lyrics started popping into his head. He spent 15
minutes writing this classic. He took lyrics to Albert Von Tilzer. Albert wrote the melody
on some scrap paper on a train ride to Manhattan. Ironically neither Norworth or Tilzer had
ever been to a baseball game. Von Tilzer finally saw an actual baseball game in the 1920’s.
Norworth didn’t see one until 1940. Norworth other hit song was “Shine on Harvest
Moon.” An ‘ou’ (mentioned in the lyrics) is a low denomination coin.
Albert von Tilzer, with his brother Harry were top Tin Pan Alley composers. His
original name was Gumbinski and was shortened to Gumm and still later the brothers took
their mother’s maiden name Tilzer adding a ‘von’ to the name. His other ‘hit’ songs were
Apple Blossom Time, Put your Arms Around Me Honey and Oh By Jingo. After the
success of ”Take Me Out to the Ball Game” he wrote, as a follow up to his first baseball
song, a tune entitled “Back to the Bleachers for Mine” which did not come up to the
popularity of ‘Take Me Out.”
In the Smithsonian article “Baseball’s Anthem for All Ages” we read about the last
days of the composer of the music to this song Albert von Tilzer: “On the Eve of the 1956
World Series, a sickly 78-year-old man lay in his Beverly Hills apartment watching
television. The year had produced a ‘subway series’ – the Brooklyn Dodgers versus the
New York Yankees – and now, on his Sunday night TV show, Ed Sullivan introduced
some stars of the game: Yogi Berra, Sal Maglie and Hank Aaron. As the studio audience
applauded, the band played “Take Me Out to the Ball Game” – no words, just the
disarmingly simple, soft-shoe waltz in the cheerful key of D major that the man in the bed,
Albert Von Tilzer, had composed 48 years earlier. After Sullivan bid his audience good
night, Tilzer’s nurse turned off the TV and tucked him in for the evening. Sometime before
morning, Von Tilzer died. It is nice to think that the final melody the old man heard was his
own.
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Jack and his wife Amy moved to Los Angeles in the late 1930s and then to
Laguna Beach in 1940. The first time Norworth heard the song sung was the Dodgers
first season in L.A. in 1958. Jack was the founder of Little League play in Laguna
Beach in 1952. He stated: “I started the league here and get a big kick out of those
kids.” One lasting tradition and legacy is that on opening day every ball player gets a
box of Crackerjacks.

Quote: Larry Anderson –
“In the 7th inning fans all get up and sing “Take me out to the Ball Game,” and they’re
already there. It’s really a stupid thing to say and I don’t know who made ‘em sing it. Why
would somebody that’s there get up and sing take me out to the ballgame? The first person
to do it must have been a moron.”
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Harry Caray is credited with singing it first at a ball game in 1971. He once said, “I
would always sing it, because I think it’s the only song I knew the words to!” On Opening
Day in 1976 Bill Veeck noticed the fans were singing along with Caray so a secret
microphone was placed in the broadcast booth the following day to allow all the fans to
hear him. Veeck explained to Caray, “Harry, anybody in the ballpark hearing you sing
(Ballgame) knows that he can sing as well as you can. Probably better than you can. So he
or she sings along. Hell, if you had a good singing voice you’d intimidate them, and
nobody would join in !”
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Larger Baseball Compositions
The National Game – 1909
Written in 1909 by Frederick V. Bowers. The composition alternates between solo
parts and a 4 voiced chorus. It is 9 pages long. The lyrics speak about how great the game
is and near the end there is a section that uses the New Years Eve song “Auld Lang Syne.”
The composition probably was done with a small orchestra as the accompanying parts have
an individual theme and the instrumental parts make the composition more exciting.
Casey at the Bat – 1920
Written in 1920 by Sidney Homer the composition uses the well known poem as the
text and probably would be called a ‘cantata” if using a more classical type theme. It is 18
pages in length. It was written to be a very dramatic composition with the accompaniment
somewhat difficult and very musical. The use of music makes the story of the song even
more dramatic.

Musical Forms of Some Baseball Songs
Baseball songs that did not contain lyrics were just regular songs that were given a
name related to baseball. Irving Berlin (who wrote one of our baseball songs) always said
that they wrote a song in the style of what was popular at the time and to make some
money. Thus we find baseball songs written in what form might have been popular at the
time of composing. Below we find baseball songs in most of the popular styles of the era.
Composers that wrote popular music usually wrote their songs with the fact that a song
would sell better if it was written in the style of the times. Ex: Today (2007) ballads do not
sell – rock and rap music sell – witness the Oscar winning song of 2006 was a rap
presentation. Taking each style of popular music we will find a baseball song written in
that style.

Baseball Songs in Various Musical Styles
Polka - The Baseball Polka - 1858
This dance was popular with all the dancing couples and is the one style that we
find the ‘first’ song about baseball – the “Baseball Polka” of 1858. We find about 6 polkas
the last written in 1870 – “The Atlantic Polka.” The popularity of the Polka diminishes
around 1895.
Considered by many as the first baseball song, it is in title only. I can write a polka
and call it ‘The Baseball Polka” but it would be in title only. But it does show the
popularity of the game in 1858 as the composer J. R. Blodgett dedicated his composition to
the Niagara Baseball Club and the Flour City Baseball Club. I list it as #1 on our list but
have included the music in this section of baseball songs using the popular musical forms
of the day and lasted until about the later part of the 19th century, approx. 1895.
The Polka originated in Bohemia around 1830 and became popular in America in
the 19th century. The word is from Czech words for ‘field’ or ‘half,’ It is usually written
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in a moderately fast
duple meter. The polka is
characterized
by
a
frequent occurrence of a
rhythmic
motive
consisting of two 16th
notes followed by an 8th
note. The Baseball Polka
uses
this
rhythm
numerous times. The
song contains 4 themes
that are used with section
‘A’ and ‘C’ being repeated. The dance has an image of a working-class dance giving
enjoyment and relaxation after hard working days of physical labor. Much like the working
class supported baseball as a release from a hard week of work and go to the ball game on
the weekends.
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Quadrille - The Baseball Quadrille - 1867
The dance, done by 4 people in a square (word meaning ‘little square) was popular
in the U.S. during the 19th century and lasted until the later years of that century. Again the
only relation to baseball is the; name and the picture of a batsmen on the cover. Usually it
is in 5 sections mostly alternating from 6/8 to 2/4. This quadrille is in 5 sections and the
sections are in: 6/8, 2/4. 6/8, 2/4. 2/4. It was replaced by the polka in popularity. Having
played a quadrille with my ‘Early Jazz Band’ the music is rather difficult compared to a
popular song. The quadrille was very popular in New Orleans during the evolution of jazz
and was usually played by the musicians of the French Opera in New Orleans as they
completed the playing of the opera and went to the dance hall to furnish music for the ball.
Of all the dances originating in the 19th century, the only one to survive is the Polka.
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Schottische – Una Schottisch - 1874
Popular during the mid-19th century in the character of a slow polka. In 1850, the
Schottische appeared in all parts of Europe, its origin was from Bavaria, not Scotland. In
England it was known as the ‘German Polka.’ It was being taught in America around 1849.
It remained popular until shortly after the turn of the 20th century. On the cover is a
picture of a ball player (appearing to throw a ball underhanded). It was dedicated to the
Charleston Baseball club. It is in 2/4 meter and is marked ‘alleggiero. It is a lively
composition, more difficult then the average piano piece and makes use of the trill (a fast
repeated of two close notes. Again, the piece has nothing to do with baseball but the cover
of the music.
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Galop – Home Run Gallop – 1867
A Galop is a quick dance of the mid 19th century with rhythms danced with many
changes of steps and with hopping movements. The origin of the Galop is Hungarian and
first appeared in Vienna and Berlin around 1822. The popularity of the Polka led to this
dance in Europe around 1829 and the position of dancing the same of the polka and Waltz.
The Galop was particularly popular as the final dance of the evening. It has been said that
there was no dance more exciting, or easy to learn and required only a good ear to mark the
time of the music. The chief requisite in this dance is to keep on one’s feet, for there is
great danger if once you fall that you will have those who follow over you pile on you. The
Galop is the forerunner of the Polka.
The piece is marked as a 4/8 meter which is really 2/4 duple time. It is written by F.
W. Root. The cover shows a group of fans sitting on a hill overlooking a ball field as the
game is played. It is dedicated to the Atlantic Club of Chicago.
F. W. Root (1846-1916) the composer, was a teacher of vocal music, conductor,
writer, lecturer, organist and a very prolific composer. His musical training was from the
leading teachers of his era which included his father, George. F. Root (1820-1895) the
composer of “The Battle Cry of Freedom” (1862) a leading song of the Civil War, and
“Tramp, Tramp, Tramp” (1864). F. W’s most famous song was the cantata, “The Landing
of the Pilgrims” written in 1877. Most of his works are of a religious nature and perhaps his
interest in baseball is also of a religious nature as an avid fan. The Galop began to loose
popularity around 1894.
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